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Student senate elections slated 
for Tuesday 
By ROBIN PATER venerealMlisease.   Murray's  services, 
' News Editor however, are funded by the state. 
"Stay on Campus Weekend." 
previously scheduled for Sept. 28 and 
29, is now set for Nov. 10 -- the weekend 
of the Jackson State football game, 
which Kremer said may be a possible 
ABC televised game. 
The SA is also polling dormitories to 
feel out a need for kitchenettes on each 
floor or alternating floors. So far, 
Keene. Commonwealth, Telford and 
(Tav Halls have been surveyed. 
With the upcoming elections for 
Student Senate. Kremer asked each 
senator to encourage people to get out 
and vote this Tuesday. Elections, which 
will be held from 10a.m. until 6 p.m. in 
the Powell Building, will be for 54 seats. 
One seat is available per every 150 
students in each college. Each student 
voting, may vote for the number of 
empty seats in his or her college. Un- 
decided majors, however, can choose 
one college under which to vote 
Seats available per college are: 
College of Applied Arts and 
Humanities. 4; Applied Arts and 
Technology.   10,   Allied   Health   and 
Following elections Sept 25 for the 
Student Association (SA). the group 
will begin plans to appoint a committee 
to deal with the Richmond community, 
according to SA President Chris 
Kremer. 
"We want to try to get a better 
relationship with the Richmond 
community." Kremer said at 
Tuesday's meeting. "It doesn't really 
seem like a college town sometimes." 
Kremer will appoint a committee to 
work with Richmond police, local 
merchants and others within the city 
Speaking of the University students, 
Kremer remarked, "They're a part of 
the Richmond community and they 
need to be recognized." 
In committee reports. Don Me Nay. 
student rights committee chairman 
reported that he and other senators are 
looking into the health services offered 
by other universities in the state. So far. 
McNay noted. Murray State responded, 
reporting that their services do offer 
birth  control   and  treatments   for 
Nursing.8; Business, 12, Education. 5; 
Health. Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Athletics, 2, Law 
Enforcement. 5, Natural and 
Mathematical Sciences, 4, and Social 
and Behavorial Sciences. 4. 
Service organizations helping the 
Student Senate with elections are 
Lambda Sigma. Kappa Delta Tau and 
Sigma Tau Alpha. 
Tuesday, Sept. 25. is election day for 
those candidates running for seats in 
the Student Senate. 
The following is a list of the can- 
didates running in their respective 
colleges: 
Allied Health and Nursing 
Owen Bullock 
Tim Crawley 
Jane M   Frey 
Denise Garland 
Ihvid S  Hacker 
Ijsa Isaacs 
Pamela Patterson 
Applied Arts and Technology 
Robert D Barber 
Sandy Beck 
Debi Harvey 
Kimberly J   Haun 
Jeff Heine 
Don McNay 
Cindy Holtzapple 
Itralth. Physical Education. Recreation 
and Athletics 
Alana Berberich 
Barb Calvert 
law niforcement 
Steve Asher 
Ron Bates 
Blake Jury 
John S Kennedy 
Tim Mesaris 
Debbie Pelle 
(See elections, page 16) 
Campus crime 
should be 
taken seriously 
16P.net 
Kv RORINPATEH 
News Editor 
With the fall semester fully un- 
derway, most students are too occupied 
delving into books to concern them- 
selves with trifle matters like crime 
prevention 
(Yime on campus, however, should 
be taken seriously even by those 
students who have not been affected by 
it.  yet 
According to safety specialist John 
Goolsby. 36 thefts have already been 
reported to campus security since the 
semester began And, Goolsby noted, 
that figure is "high." 
"About 90 percent of them are 
comprised of either thefts from 
pocketbooks and or dormitory rooms." 
Goolsby expailned. • 
Most of those 36 thefts reported, he 
said, were tapes and tapedecks stolen 
from cars parked on campus. In one 
case. Goolsby pointed out. a student 
saw a theft from his dormitory window 
The thief was attempting to steal tapes 
and a tapedeck from two cars in a 
parking lot below The witness notified 
security immediately and the thief was 
not only apprehended, but prosecuted 
as well 
One student this semester had a cash 
loss of nearly $300 His car was left 
unlocked. 
"About 80 percent that are lost are 
pure carelessness on the student's part 
The least you can do is put your tapes in 
the trunk and lock it up." said Goolsby 
In most cases of theft, the chances of 
recovery" are "nil." according to 
(ioolsby 
"If the students would help us help 
them...." stressed Goolsby without 
finishing his statement 
Frequently-stolen items like cash, 
stereos, televisions, clock radios, 
lamps, etc are taken from dormitory 
rooms by unsuspecting victims who 
"only left the door open for a minute." 
Currently. Goolsby said, security is 
holding about 35 varying pieces which 
were recovered reportedly from thefts. 
Some of these valuables are being 
claimed and returned to the rightful 
owners   However,  that  task  is  not a 
Ins simple    one    for    Goolsby    and 
associate workers 
"Not a pieceof it is marked." claimed 
(ioolsby. 
By "marked." he refers to engraving 
marks of serial numbers and the 
owner's Social Security numbers which 
have been placed on an inconspicuous 
part of the valuable 
The implementation of Operation 
Identification in campus dormitories 
will make it safer and more convenient 
for students to engrave items of value 
This, in turn, will increase the chances 
of recovery of stolen items if not 
prevent thefts altogether 
With the mere push of a button. 
Goolsby can enter a theft of any item erf 
over $100 in cost into a computer that 
checks the National Crime files 
Hut." said Goolsby. 'you must have 
complete descriptions and the serial 
numbers of the items " 
One alternative recovery method is 
through hock shops According lo 
(ioolsby. hock shops must report the 
serial numbers of items sold to them 
"I check that hock list with my list," 
he explained If there's a serial 
number on the list that matched a 
serial number of an item that was 
stolen from a student I've got me a 
pretty good case," Goolsby grinned 
In addition to'the thefts, two cases of 
harassing phone calls have resulted in 
the issuance of citations. Goolsby 
reported. 
"That includes deliberately tyinR up 
someone else's telephone." he added 
"This is in violation of the Kentucky 
statute." 
Goolsby stated that the phones can 
and will be traced by security in 
cooperation with the phone company in 
Richmond, as a "last measure" when 
students fail lo discourage the 
harassing caller 
"They should report them to us." 
Goolsby said about students who 
receive bothersome calls "Try to 
discourage it and point out to the 
caller that what they're doing is in 
violation of the statute and that you will 
report it lo the police.'' explained 
(ioolsbv 
r Periscope 
Read about a trio of •tudanta from 
Estill County, thai it just a little 
diffarem from other students Brian 
Blair has the story on page five about 
the father /daughters team that are in a 
class together. 
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Hester returns from 
Federation conference 
 ... .1  atl »,- -.1 -_*..      I -v     ikri _     *_._  **_..»«    I By ROBIN PATER 
News Editor 
Mark Hester sees the American 
Student Federation (ASF) as sort "of a 
door to the University's gaining a 
stronger voice in national educational 
issues His role as vice president of the 
ASF this year may be the key to that 
door in accomplishing just that 
"We've always been in the base-level 
of leadership," said Hester, a student 
senator who follows in IMe footsteps of 
last year's Student Association 
President Steve Foster and Vice 
President John Cooper. 
As Hester pointed out, both Foster 
and Cooper served on the ASF Board of 
Directors last year Last April. Hester, 
himself, was elected vice president of 
the nation student government 
organization - the ASF. 
"There's no question as to the growth 
and effectiveness of the ASF In the 
future - as far as the voice of the 
students of the United States on Capitol 
Hill." said an enthusiastic Heater. 
Hester, who returned this past 
weekend from Duke University in 
Durham. N.C. - the site of the first 
board of directors meeting for the 1879- 
80 academic year - will be in charge of 
recruiting schools to join the ASF. 
"I just went to the meeting and 
presented my recruiting plan," replied 
Hester "My job as vice president is to 
recruit schools ..in an effective manner 
that would make schools want to join " 
Currently. 55 colleges and univer- 
sities across the nation belong to the 
ASF 
"In my estimation," began Hester, 
"we're going to have about 20 more 
join," he said about the near future. 
Further ahead, .however, Hester is 
shooting for at least 60 new members, 
as he carries out a three and one-half 
month plan of recruiting. 
Hester's recruiting plan involves 
mailing letters explaining the purpose 
of ASF and making phone calls, as well 
as individual visits to schools. 
"Nationally, students have never 
been a unit be/ore." remarked Hester 
"ASF is going to be a unit...one that 
through it you cai. get some consensus 
of what the students feel of educational 
issues," he explained. "Not social 
issues." 
Each year, the ASF Board of 
Directors meets three times a year and 
one delegate convention is held during 
which voting takes place and ideas are 
exchanged. Last year, Hester said, the 
ASF by-laws were written when all the 
schools were brought together. 
The ASF will soon have a liason of- 
ficer in Washington, D.C. "to put out 
legislative bulletins to us," according to 
Hester 
"Now the question is. 'What do we 
lobby on?' " Hester asked. "As a 
student, one thing that concerns me is 
that the cost of education is getting a bit 
higher," he said. 
Another matter of importance. 
Hester said that he feels, is that "we're 
going away from better education. For 
the future student, that bothers me." 
With the advantages ot placing a 
delegate - liaison officer in the nation's 
capitol. comes a more powerful voice 
for the ASF. A 
"If our man in Washington geU 
enough people behind him ... we can 
help influence the decision of one or two 
people here and there." he replied. 
The main concern of gaining a voice 
in deciding the issues. Hester believes, 
is that the ASF concern itself with one 
"They need to make sure they don t 
wander into the realm of social issues - 
but stick to the educational issues in 
order to be effective in order to be 
credible,'' Hester stressed 
Currently, due to its populus of 
students, this University has a total of 
six votes when voting within the ASF - 
the highest possible amount of votes. 
And 51 percent of the ASF members has 
to vote in order to make any decisions. 
Other schools who have delegates on 
the board of directors include Texas 
Tech University. Duke University, 
Texas A & M. Spellman College, 
Michigan State, Stephen F. Austin 
University and the University of 
Alabama. One of the newest members 
to join the ASF is Western Kentucky 
University. 
Geting her goat Ifcbbie Tickner took time out during the SAE County Fair to pet the TKE goat. "Kelly" at Palmer Field on Sunday The 
fair featured everything from pie tossing to hamburger 
eating contests  (Photo by Brian Potts) 
W 
Editorials, 
College credit 
can be obtained without 
attending class 
■up* 2/Vol. Bt/No. S 
Th« Emm ProarMi 
Tnofioay, fcptwnfc^f 20, 1979 
There are many ways of obtaining 
college credit. The obvious is 
registering for a class, going to the 
class, taking the tests and hopefully, 
passing the class and getting the credit 
for it. 
However, there is an alternative to 
this method. Credit by Examination 
is a program which offers three 
different methods of taking a test and 
getting credit for a class by obtaining 
a certain score on the test. 
Of course, credit for all courses 
cannot be given by this method but 
many of the general education 
requirements can be met through 
various ways of testing. 
There are three different methods 
of obtaining credit by examination, 
the College Level Examination 
Program (CLEP), Departmental Ex- 
aminations and the College Entrance 
Examination Board Advanced Place- 
ment Program. 
The CLEP is administered nation- 
wide and is perhaps the most 
frequently used method. Department- 
al Examinations are basically similar 
to CLEP but include various courses 
in the department which are not in the 
CLEP program. 
The remaining method is open only 
to high school students and they all 
three work in much the same manner. 
With such opportunities for credit 
without the classroom it is a wonder 
that   the  entire  student   population 
hasn't   tried   to   CLEP    for 
degrees. 
But it appears that not too many 
students even take advantage of the 
opportunity. According to Dr. R. 
Dean Acker, director of institutional 
research, onlv 404 tests were 
administered in the past \i months. 
That is actually only about 350 
students since many of them take 
more than one test, he added. 
In the spring semester of 1979 there 
were 12,808 people enrolled and this 
year the figure is expected to be about 
the same. 
Only a small portion of students 
are taking advantage of the credit by 
examination programs and that is 
indeed a sad fact. 
One reason may be that they are 
not widely publicized and many 
students simply are not aware of the 
fact. 
Perhaps students are apprehensive 
about taking a TEST. They attach 
greater significance to a test that is for 
their something other than just an A, B, C, 
Dor F. 
But in the long run all tests in all 
courses are for credit just as the 
CLEP tests are. The only difference 
being size and the fact that there is no 
classroom instruction and maybe this 
scares off potential takers. 
Whatever the reasons. University 
students, especially freshmen and 
sophomores who are still taking 
general education requirements, 
should take advantage of the credit by 
examination program.   " 
Why? 
Everything in life doesn't have to 
have a reason, since there are some 
things that inevitably have to be 
accepted without explanations. 
Like why is someone from 
Montana or California or Arizona 
going to school here in Richmond? 
Or why is it that there doesn't seem 
to be one clock on campus that has 
the correct time? 
To really get ridiculous, why was a 
major university built in Richmond, 
in the first place? 
These are just a few questions that 
are doomed to remain mysteries of 
life, perhaps forever. 
Then there's always other questions 
that are often thought about but 
never answered. 
Why ooes it seem that the rich 
always get richer, while the poor get 
poorer? 
Why is someone born into one 
panico'ar social class and not 
another? 
Why does someone become Presi- 
dent of the United States, while 
someone else sweeps streets for the 
rest of their lives? 
More questions that never seem to 
have one clear answer: 
Why do the lyrics of a popular song 
that claims "Only the good die 
young," seem to ring with an 
uncanny sense of truth? 
(^mm^ssl^- 
never happen to me - things like that 
only happen to other people." 
Then we read about a man who 
misses his airplane only to later find 
out that it crashed and everyone 
aboard was killed. 
It suddenly hits home - "Wow, 
that could have been me, but why 
wasn't it?" 
No one on earth has that answer or 
ever will. 
Why is it human nature to never be 
satisfied with what one has in life? 
Man is a "wanting animal" and 
once an objective is achieved, it no 
longer has the value or same 
important meaning that it did when 
the person did not have it. The 
person then sets out to "get 
something else" and when this is 
achieved, the process starts all over. 
Sounds familiar? 
Why are there no "sure things" in 
life? 
It's been said that if something can 
happen, it usually does. 
The only certain things in life are 
supposed to be death, taxes and the 
fact that besides those two, nothing 
else is for certain. 
Why do the United States and 
other nations keep producing more 
and more nuclear weapons, when our 
country alone has the capacity to 
blow the world into a billion pieces 
editor's 
mailbag 
I "ear Kditor. 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
ask people in the College of Social and 
Kehavional Sciences to vote for Mike 
i'rliin in the Student Senate race that 
is taking place on Tuesday. Sept 25. 
from 10 a m to fi p.m in the Powell 
Ituilding 
Mike is a junior Political Science 
major with a 3.93 GPA. He has received 
I Presidential Scholarship and last 
vear was the I'niversity's nominee for 
the Harry S  Truman Scholarship. 
I feel as though Mike Rehler has the 
qualifications to make an effective 
Student Senator I would like for you to 
vote for him and all of the other In- 
somoniac candidates in the election of 
Tuesday 
Sincerely yours, 
Jim Biaso 
'Questions always outnumber 
the answers in this world'. 
It always seems that those who 
spend their lives hurting others always 
manage to live to a ripe old age, while 
those that show promise of helping to 
make the world a better place to live 
never are given that chance. 
If death plays no favorites, then 
why is a John or Bobby Kennedy or a 
Martin Luther King Jr., or even a 
baseball great like Thurman Munson 
taken from us in the prime of their 
lives with so much more to do? 
While at the same time, 86-year-old 
Rudolf Hess, who helped Adolph 
Hitler launch World War II, grows 
older every day, even if it is within the 
confines of a prison somewhere in 
Germany. 
The same holds true for all the 
Charles Mansons in the world, who 
merrily play their guitars in the only 
home they've ever known - jail, after 
being found responsible for the 
taking of innocent lives. 
It never seems fair, but there never 
has been a guarantee that life was 
meant to be fair anyway. 
People are constantly dying around 
us from tragic accidents or illnesses, 
some are friends or relatives. 
The concept of death is hard to 
grasp, but we always seem to 
rationalize  and  say,   "That   could 
countless times over? 
All this money is being put into the 
ability to kill others, instead of trying 
to make the world a better place to 
live by wiping out hunger, disease and 
other threats to mankind. 
It never makes sense, but then 
again man is man's own worst enemy. 
Why is it alright to kill another man 
in war. but if the act occurs any other 
time, that person stands a good 
chance of going to the electric chair 
and forfeiting his own life? 
"Thou shall not kill," but "An eye 
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." 
Life's contradictions don't make 
answers to hard questions any easier. 
Questions always outnumber an- 
swers in this world and for that 
reason, the word "why" is the most 
popularly used word in the human 
vocabulary. 
Some people might be puzzled as to 
"why" a journalist would devote a 
column to an unusual and unreveal- 
ing topic of this nature. 
As was previously mentioned, there 
are some things that must be accepted 
without explanations. 
This happens to be one of them. 
Whether we are  back   where  we 
started is a question that everyone can 
answer for themselves. 
Questions about energy answered 
(Editor's note: This commentary 
was submitted by staff writer, Bill 
Patrick in response to Managing 
Editor Rob Dollar's Common Cents 
column on the energy crisis.] 
By BILL PATRICK 
Staff Writer 
Two weeks ago, Managing Editor 
Rob Dollar's column "Common 
Cents" raised some frequently voiced 
questions concerning the windfall 
profits associated with the oil 
industry. The questions were 
prefectly legitimate, so I should like 
to offer some logical answers on a 
factual basis. 
First of all, consider the Exxon oil 
company, whose profits increased 13 
percent during the last quarter of the 
1978 calendar year in comparison 
with the same quarter in 1977. The 
public is quick to accuse the industry 
of price gouging when such news is 
released. However, a very basic 
understanding of generally accepted 
accounting principles proves that this 
is not necessarily the case. 
According to these principles, any 
asset purchased by a business is 
recorded in the books at cost; i.e., the 
price paid for it. 
If the demand for the product 
should increase significantly (or 
should supply decrease) during the 
time the business holds the asset, then 
it stands to reason the price obtained 
when the business sells the asset will 
be much more than the price paid for 
it; thus, windfall profits result. 
A classic example would be gold. If 
you had purchased an ounce of gold 
eight years ago, you would have paid 
S3S. Today, that same ounce of gold 
could be sold for approximately $430. 
The yield would truly be unexpected 
or windfall profits. 
Getting back to the oil industry and 
more specifically, gasoline prices and 
availability, I would like to focus on 
some simple economics. 
The United States currently 
imports about 45 percent of the total 
oil consumed. This heavy dependence 
on other countries means that even 
small interruptions in our imported 
supply can cause severe problems 
domestically. Also, that 45 percent is 
what OPEC has almost total control 
over. 
During the Iranian crisis, most of 
the OPEC nations, except for Saudi 
Arabia, were unc'-.e or unwilling to 
increase production to make up for 
the Iran shortfall. Therefore, total 
supply decreased, while demand 
remained constant (or possibly 
increased due to future expectations). 
Government economists say the 
demand for gasoline is almost 
inelastic, which means as the price 
increases, consumers will still want 
just as much of the product as before. 
This consistent (or increased) demand 
coupled with the short supply will 
inevitably raise prices. 
I'll be quick to say my brief 
analysis is greatly over-simplified and 
does not cover all the factors 
involved. It does, hopefully, shed 
some practical thought over an issue 
which is frequently clouded with 
emotion (understandably) and distor- 
ted by certain public figures. 
Also raised was the question about 
Windfall profits, 
alternative energy 
sources and oil 
supplies analyzed 
the Alaskan pipeline. The fact is that 
U.S. oil consumption has increased 
more than 16 percent over the last 
three years, while domestic produc- 
tion, including Alaska, has increased 
only three percent. 
Are there alternatives which are 
economically feasible? Certainly no 
one has any objections to solar 
energy. Concerning nuclear energy, I 
should like to present some facts 
which may surprise some Jerry Brown 
followers. 
According to independent tests 
performed at Three Mile Island 
during the "disaster," the maximum 
dose of radiation which any one 
person received was no more than the 
radiation received if a person took 
three consecutive X-rays at a doctor's 
office. This was a fact by which, no 
coincidence, Jane Fonda and friends 
failed to mention in their numerous 
public appearances. 
Another bit of surprising factual 
information is that the radiation 
absorbed by the afternoon sun-bather 
is many times ovci that amount which 
the government allows nuclear power 
plants to release into the atmosphere. 
Obviously, oil supplies cannot last 
indefinitely. Other sources of energy, 
such as solar, nuclear, coal and others 
will become available when, first of 
all, they are profitable. They may 
become profitable when government 
policies allow a situation where 
energy development is determined by 
the marketplace and not by 
bureaucratic restrictions. 
After all, no one develops a new 
energy source, new invention, new 
idea, etc., with the intention of 
"benefiting society." New develop- 
ments are a result of the profit 
motive. 
The columnist spoke of the energy 
industry putting profits before safety 
and the good of the country. Actually 
the two are synonymous. 
When a large industry or 
corporation reports a profit, it's 
fashionable in some circles to blame 
the profits of the industry or 
corporation for the ills of the 
economy. 
However, when people prosper 
from their own hard work, that's 
lauded as a guarantee of our 
democratic society. 
Hopefully, this information and 
simple analysis has provided some 
answers to some often heard 
questions. 
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Nelson uses cartoons and 
comedy to communicate ■ 
By CHERYL WHITAKER 
Staff Writer 
It is ll:40a.m. Class was supposed to 
begin at 11:30. Most students are 
already at their desks, notebooks open, 
pens ready to begin writing. Suddenly 
the door flies open and a laughing 
teacher runs into the classroom and 
says to the student coming in behind 
him: 
"You're late!" 
The student laughs nonchalantly as 
he takes his seat in the back of the 
room. Other students are laughing also 
as the silver-haired teacher takes his 
place-upon a table-his legs crossed 
over the side and his hands clasped in 
front of him. 
Laughter comes as naturally to Dr. 
(Carles Nelson's students as does the 
fluent Spanish he so easily speaks. With 
a native North Carolina southern ac- 
cent, he carefully explains Spanish 
pronunciation, illustrating where the 
tongue should be placed in sounding 
verbs with humorous drawings on the 
chalkboard. 
'I'm not a stand up 
comic • 
I'm just standing.' 
Dressed in a gray suit with a maroon 
tie. he quickly explains that he wears 
the tie for warmth, not to appear as 
being above or "higher" than the 
students. 
"I'm not a stand-up comic," he said, 
"I'm just standing." 
Such w it and joking seems to keep the 
students alert, not nodding or squinty- 
eyed from boredom One student said. 
"His great sense of humor adds to his 
exceptional teaching qualities He is so 
funny!" 
Another student in the Spanish 101 
class agrees. "Dr. Nelson combines 
both a sense of humor and a fine ability 
in teaching in netting across his subject 
matter to his students." 
Nelson, also the chairman of the 
Department of Foreign Languages at 
the University, feels that humor and a 
relaxed atmosphere aid in a student's 
learning ability 
"The person teaching should be very 
knowledgable; he should bring a 
background of varied experiences to 
the classroom." he said. 
Indeed Nelson has had many ex- 
periences to share with his students. He 
is a professional cartoonist and artist 
and is currently working on a book on 
the life of Cassius Gay. He and his wife 
Betty will use their own illustrations in 
the book. During the summer he went to 
Mexico on sabbatical to do research for 
the book. 
Born in Greenville, N.C., he was one 
of 11 children. His interest in language 
and art began during his childhood. 
"I liked reading and language im- 
pressed me a lot when my readings had 
Spanish or French in them. My father 
was good in art and I also have three 
brothers who are good in art," he said. 
Having grown up during the 
depression, going to college seemed to 
be the answer to a better life for Nelson 
"It (the depression) made me never 
want to live again in such a time," he 
remembered. "College was the key to a 
better living and I feel more and more 
that it is. A university is not only a place 
where a person matures, but his life 
will be better in every way because of 
it." 
He believes that a basic liberal arts 
education is the most important part of 
a person's education. 
At North Carolina University, he 
received a B.A in art, an MA. in 
Danish and a Ph.D. in romance 
languages. 
In 1942. he enlisted in the U.S. Army 
for aviation training and was a 
navigator with the 15th Air Force in 
Italy during World War II. 
Nelson described vividly the bombing 
and shooting that occurred around him 
while flying 25 missions during the war. 
After the war. he was recalled to active 
duty with the air force. 
It was his ability to speak Spanish 
that sent him to the University of 
Puerto Rico to teach ROTC in 1951 after 
being called back to active duty while in 
graduate school. 
He and his wife, Betty, who  also 
majored in art at North Carolina 
University, opened an art and ad- 
vertising agency in Montgomery, 
Alabama in 1967. 
He came to Richmond from the 
University of Colorado where he taught 
on the graduate faculty in 1987. He was 
named chairman and professor of the 
Department of Foreign Languages at 
the University. 
"I liked Richmond-the thing that 
impressed me so was that everybody 
made me feel welcome. It was one of 
the friendliest places - (rom the top of 
the University administration to the 
students," he said. 
Using his artistic ability through his 
usage of cartoons, he says he likes to 
draw as he talks. Cartoons also add 
some variety and abstraction from 
straight lecture. 
"Teachers should be so interested in 
teaching," he said, "that students know 
that the teacher is concerned in their 
welfare and learning." 
No syllabus is used in his classes, for 
he knows what he's going to do when he 
walks into the classroom 
'Cartoons add some 
variety...from 
straight lecture.' 
"I throw away all old tests every 
semester."Jie adds, for the class to 
be "fresher and spontaneous." 
And so. students in Nelson's classes 
come to expect some new story, cartoon 
and learning experience each time 
class is held 
It is interesting to note that the first 
phrase of Spanish learned in the 101 
class was " Donde esta el servicio 
sanitorio? (where is the bathroom?)." 
Jokingly. Nelson points out the 
sensibleness of knowing this phrase, 
but really, one must also know this - 
"La Have-' (where is the key?) " 
ur. cnaries Nelson, drawing a dog on the board during a 
Spanish class in the photo above, believes that learning a 
language should be fun. For this reason, he has created 
several "cartoon texts" to make the learning process easier 
for his students. Nelson is the head of the Department of 
Foreign Laneuages here Both he and his wife are part-time 
artists   (Photo by Steve Brown) 
Air conditioning repaired 
By DEAN HOLT 
Staff Writer 
The air conditioning system in 
Commonwealth I ti II was placed back in 
working order last Friday in the face of 
petitions being circulated among the 
residents of the male dormitory calling 
for a partial refund of the semester's 
housing fees as compensation for the 
time that the system was broken down 
The main cooling unit of the system" 
suffered a breakdown during May. said 
Oeg Ryan, graduate assistant for the 
dormitory. The broken parts 
prevented the air conditioning from 
working throughout the summer, 
farcing a group of bandsmen here for a 
camp, to live in another dormitory 
When students came back in August for 
classes, notices were distributed to 
Commonwealth Hall residents, 
describing the air conditioner's 
problem and stating that repairs were 
underway 
When Ihe system first experienced 
trouble. University repairmen tried to 
secure the needed parts from other 
systems around the country similar to 
original manufacturer is no longer in 
business When this effort failed, it was 
decided to have the parts re-tooled in 
Wisconsin 
Since last Friday, the system has 
been operative, according to Bill 
Hacker, mechanical supervisor. A 
power outage earlier last week resulted 
in several of the circulators for the 
system to be burned out as a result of 
the emergency power generators not 
working Ryan said this was the first 
lime the central production mechanics 
of the air conditioning unit have broken 
down in the five years he has lived in 
Homecoming applications §£^3^5^^ to^CouisviHe 
available All registered campus student organizations may submit one pre- 
candidate for Homecoming Queen. The 
deadline is Sept. 21 at 4:30 p.m. Ap- 
plications may be picked up in the 
Student Activities office. 
Deadlines for dorm decorating 
themes and float themes is Oct 12. This 
year's homecoming theme is "A night 
in Monte Carlo." 
'Hamster 
Over' 
Now 1 know how the University's 
party people must feel upon 
awakening on Friday morning. 
I've heard many tell me that they 
often sit up in bed--if they are lucky 
enough to wind up there—on such 
mornings and wonder how-in-the- 
name-of-disco they managed to get 
themselves in such a silly way. 
Usually, upon intense reflection, 
they conclude that they must have a 
hangover. 
One morning last semester, I 
discovered I had a hamster over. 
And I didn't recall inviting it. 
I know what you're thinking. There 
are those who say that the ones who 
awaken woozy and weak were simply 
inviting a hangover by their behavior 
the night before. Surely, they reason, 
the guy with the hamster over must 
fall into the same category. 
I plead innocent. Never in my life 
have 1 made friends with a hamster. 
Nor have I ever invited one into my 
dorm room. 
But there it was at 5:30 a.m. (I later 
learned its name was Socrates,) 
sitting near my right shoulder doing 
heaven-knows-what. Now, waking up 
in bed with a dizzy blonde is one 
thing. Waking up with an uninvited 
hamster is an entirely different 
matter. 
What a cruel hand fate can deal, I 
thought. The macho guys get the 
stunning blondes. I get the white 
hamsters. 
I tried to regain my composure. I 
knew it could have been worse. The 
hamster could have been smoking a 
cigarette. 
I breathed a sigh of relief just 
before the fear hit. Then, in a flash, I 
jumped wildly, sending Socrates into 
an awesome back somersault, diffi- 
culty factor 2.5. 
I flicked on the lights in time to see 
him spring from the edge of the bed 
to the closet door. Here again, fate 
came into play. 
I've been told by some of the more 
popular fellows that stunning 
blondes, dizzy or not, will invariably 
leave once they realize they have been 
kicked out of bed via a back 
somersault. 
White hamsters do not.  W.,w  
they    are    simply    too    proud    or 
altogether stupid is debatable. 
This one opted for the defensive 
ploy, known in many circles as "H— 
no, I won't go." 
It was time for a fight. Human 
versus hamster. 
I hadn't the foggiest notion how he 
had arrived, but I was fully certain 
that he had worn out any semblance 
of a welcome. 
I was not about to be accused of 
harboring a hamster, much less 
sleeping with one. I'm not that kind 
of guy. 
He crawled on the floor near the 
foot of the bed. I threw a shoe in his 
general direction, hoping to scare him 
away before he did the same to me. 
Fat chance. 
He didn't flinch. This was one cool 
hamster, not about to be bothered by 
an Adidas moving south at 60 mph. 
He then sauntered over to the 
refrigerator. Well, now. Not only was 
he uninvited-he was cocky and rude 
to match. 
When he finally disappeared into a 
corner, I left, knowing very well that 
he had won the first round. But a 
single round does not a hamster fight 
make. 
You can quote me. 
When I came back to the room 
hours later, my roommate had just 
returned from Lexington. We quickly 
decided the tiny cubicle wasn't big 
enough for the three of us. 
Somebody forgot to tell the 
hamster. 
It wasn't long before he made a 
second appearance. It was one too 
many. We nabbed him, with no small 
help from a normal shoebox. 
We placed him in a storage closet. 
And, lo and behold, it wasn't long 
before he made a third appearance- 
when his owner discovered him aftei 
filing a missing hamster report. 
He took Socrates home, safe anc 
sound, to the room diaectly above 
us-where he had slipped through a 
pipe between floors. 
Deep down, I don't mind if the 
animal comes to visit again as long as 
he uses the elevator. 
But we've got to stop meeting like 
•hat. 
People Poll— 
What college are you In? Has the new reorganitatton made any difference or 
change In your college experience? (Photos by Steve Brown > 
By JANETJACOBS 
City Editor 
Being a suitcase student who finds it 
necessary to go home each weekend, 
whether to work, spend time with 
family, friends or someone special, or 
just to get away from campus, may not 
be quite so easy if one doesn't have his 
iiwn means of transportation. 
If the student doesn't find a ride with 
someone going in his direction, an 
airplane, train or bus are basically the 
only options open. Most likely, the 
student will still have to find a ride to 
the airport or station in Lexington. 
Students going to Louisville via bus 
on weekends may no longer have to 
make the trip to Lexington to meet their 
bus 
On Sept 14 Greyhound Bus Lines 
began a trial bus run which leaves 
Richmond Friday afternoon at 3 30 to 
make a connection in Lexington at 4:10 
for the bus going to Louisville at 4:45 
p.m. 
"The bus will run on a trial basis for 
three or four weeks." said Terminal 
Manager Jim Fitzpatrick "We've had 
some inquiries from students from 
Louisville who requested us to try it. so 
we will." 
If the students use the bus. it will 
continue to run. "It's up to them 
whether it stays on or not." emphasized 
Fitzpatrick 
Flu shots 
Mill   Fornshell.   Junior,   police 
administration.    Camden,    Ohio. 
"Law Enforcement. No it hasn't 
changed mine in anyway that I've 
noticed." 
Rob   llarkleroad.   junior,   public 
relations, Lexington. 
"Applied Arts and Technology. 
There's no change that I can see. 
They must have done it to keep the 
administration from getting 
confused." 
The cost is in the $3-54 range and 
covers only the cost to us of vaccine 
and disposable syringes. The discom- 
fort averages out to being trifling. 
What these shots obviously do not 
do is protect against viruses other 
than the ones they contain. That's 
obvious, but it needs to be stressed - 
the Progress has a printing of only  there are plenty of other respiratory 
It is incredible to me that in a 
University of between 13 and 14 
thousand students, plus thousands of 
eligible faculty and staff, we have 
never yet given as many as two 
hundred flu shots in any year since 1 
came to this campus. 
Of course there are obvious factors 
Patricia   Sturdlvant,   sophomore. 
Mining. Maysvllfc. 
"Nursing. AD program No, I 
Just started Otis year sine* I 
switched   from   the   four   year 
rram to the two year program. 
I  haven't  noticed any  dif- 
ferences." 
Kim   Doder,   sophomore,   office 
admiaistratkm. Dayton. Ohio. 
"College of Business I didn't 
even know they reorganized the 
colleges. I'm thinking of changing 
my major anyway." 
9,000 copies - our publicity in F.Y.I. 
is as routine as any other 
announcement and in short, it is 
extremely difficult to communicate 
with the groups involved. 
One year we had "health bulletin 
boards" (edged in bright red, yet) in 
every dormitory lounge, but they 
seemed to be ignored to judge from 
any observable change in student 
health habits and with a year they 
were all defaced and vandalized. So it 
gets depressing to carry on this way, 
but here g< 'in. 
Modern .iu shots are extremely 
worthwhile for the major serious 
kinds of virus influenza - the Hong 
Kong, Victoria and Russian types. 
They have, to be reformulated every 
year, because the viruses change their 
ability to attack people just about 
that often. The protection is absolute 
for about 80 percent of people and 
the 20 percent remainder have the 
intensity and duration of their attacks 
reduced by 50 or more percent. 
It used to be that flu shots made 
you to bloody sick that you might as 
well go ahead and get the flu. Not so 
for many years now - the general 
reaction rate is five percent and the 
local soreness rate is "inconsequen- 
tial" and fades in about one and one 
half days. 
viruses, (including the common cold) 
that are uncontrollable at present. 
But these shots cover the big ones - 
the kind that killed people at the 
height of their respective epidemics in 
the past. 
Now please take this to heart and 
tell it to all your friends. The shots are 
the ONLY means of control against 
the flu. It is airborne and people are 
infectious during the incubation 
period before they know they are 
sick, so isolation is useless. There is 
NO CURE for virus infections. 
I write about flu shots every year 
and I tell you we get mighty tired of 
giving trivial care (aspirin, throat 
lozenges, stuff like that) to sick, 
pathetic idiots who ignore the flu 
shots and then come sniffling and 
chilling and coughing to us in 
February and say "now do something 
for me." 
We can do very little then. It just 
has to run its course, with all the 
resulting fallout in misery, missed 
classes and general damage to the 
college experience. 
We will be giving them again this 
year. Keep an eye on the F.Y.I, and 
this space - the times will be 
announced. 
Do yourself a favor this year! 
GET SMART! 
« MM 
v. 
*■* 4/v«i. sa/wo 5 
20. 1*7* 
Debbie Bel lairs works hard 
at recreation 
BvJANETJACOBS 
City Editor 
Debbie Rellairs sees recreation "as 
part of a whole that would improve the 
quality of life for all individuals " 
As Director of Parks and Recreation 
in Richmond. Rellairs spends a Rreat 
deal of her time endorsing  the  im 
portance  of recreation   in  the  com- 
munity 
"All community involvements are 
related in some way to my job." ex- 
plained Rellair, "and likewise 
everything I do affects other people " 
Having lived in Richmond since 
seventh grade. Rellairs' is "interested 
in providing and expanding programs 
in this area " The 1975 graduate of the 
I'Diversity began her current job in 1978 
following a three-year employment as 
Recreation Services Supervisor at 
Louisville Metropolitan Park and 
Recreation Department which came at 
the end of her internship there 
Rellairs interests have always 
revolved around recreation and she 
found early that recreational op- 
portunities had a real mark on peoples' 
lives All through school the energetic 
Rellairs participated in outside 
recreation activities and this, along 
with the outstanding reputation of the 
University's    recreation    department. 
helped her get jobs. 
A firm believer in exposing yourself 
to as many activities as possible while 
in school. Rellairs enjoys working with 
students at the University who are 
assigned to field studies and internships 
in the department 
"I never realized all the things I'd 
need to know in this field as a student, 
so it's easy to relate to these students 
and share my experience with them." 
commented Rellairs. Through this 
interaction, students can learn about 
the variety of choices in the wide Held 
nf recreation. 
Often field experience is the only way 
students have of finding out what is 
really involved in this work. Generally 
the department rf parks and recreation 
has one or two eight-hour practicians 
and about 12 Held trainers each 
semester. 
"Without these people, we wouldn't 
be able to offer all the services we do 
With them we offer a wide range we 
usually can't afford an our budget to 
Madison County." emphasized Kellairs 
Through the department of financial 
aid they contract agreements for 
summer and fall and employ students 
through work-study This way the 
division of parks and recreations pays 
only about 20 percent and the 
I niversitv and state work out the rest 
of the money. 
As director of the department. 
Rellairs is "learning something new 
everyday." Her experience ranges 
from public relations and future 
planning to bookwork She keeps up 
with community programs and affairs, 
government work and current trends 
On the basis of her work here and her 
contribution to the community. Bellairs 
was named Outstanding Young Career 
Woman in both Madison County and 
District 8 in 1979 by the Business and 
Professional Women's Club. 
Rellairs has served on numerous 
committees city, county and state- 
wide, including committees for Special 
Olympics. Chamber of Commerce. 
Recreation and Parks Society, human 
rights  and   community   development 
She is currently working an her 
Master's degree in Park and 
Recreation Administration at the 
University 
"The area of recreation is a changing 
one and it is necessary to keep up with 
issues and trends." explained Bellairs 
"The field is highly competitive, so 
those people who do so are the ones who 
find the opportunities for employment 
ployment 
"You put yourself in the right 
places." she stated simply. "They don't 
just happen to you " 
>ia*e. Z)*>k£ Ttller 
The reason ua have travcltd to 
humbk land is to ask for your help 
You &ee u* are from a imgocn Jmk 
/in far across rK< sundtrrnj seas. 
Six month % ago an tvJ man came to 
otir land to hold council UHOI my 
ling. king TaAtna Toke. They dosed 
the door to the kings chomber and 
in argument en*utelv* 
"(dhtn iht oh«t fotaljy clwtd the f later that night this evil nan 
I toys tower uaigom and in its ■fcula»f«ar«ol on the balcony end itdeni 
Isfood a black ro««r of Unely ncw«d I Mm self ktnj of al he sees. Thus 
I stone " I ~k ■jstarteof the turanu wAuch we 
Police arrests follow 
established guidelines 
H» U'SAN'GERAIJJ 
Staff Writer 
It is another Thursday night well, 
really Friday morning and you are 
walking-un stumbling back to campus 
ihances are that blue flashing lights 
will pull up beside you Then you will 
probably receive a citation for 
possession under age Or you could 
possibly he arrested for public in- 
loxicalion Where would you go from 
here and what are your rights0 
First of all. there is no certain test 
thai a police officer must give to 
determine intoxication There are. 
however, guidelines that the officer 
must follow in determining need for 
citatum or arrest You must have had 
considerably loo much to drink, be 
incapable of taking care of yourself and 
he creating an annoyance or distur 
nance 
Also if you are arrested for public 
intoxication, your rights do not have to 
be read to you In fact, rights arc never 
read unless the police officer intends to 
use your word against you in a court of 
law Rights are read then to warn you 
not to make statements against 
yourself 
After   an   arrest   is  made,   you  are 
laken to the county jail Once you are 
here, you are no longer in custody of the 
police department, you are a ward of 
the tail, you now have two choices You 
can pAy the fine while at the jail, wait 
during a sobering up" period and be 
released In this case you waive your 
right to a Inal 
If you do want a trial, you must see 
about netting released There is a state 
pic I rial officer on duty at the jail You 
could qualify for release on your own 
recognizance, which means you would 
sign a statement that you would appear 
in court Or you could qualify for a 10 
percent bond where you would have to 
pay 10 percent of the total bond If you 
don't qualify for either of these you 
would have to post the full bond to be 
released 
When you request a trial, you may 
ask lor either a judge or jury trial 
I Hiring .i judge trial no lawyer is 
usually necessary You simply tell your 
side of the story and the arresting of- 
ficer tells his side If witnesses were 
present during the arrest, they will tell 
their sides The judge will then decide if 
the officer had reason to make the 
arrest 
A lawyer us recommended for a jury 
inal because of the procedures that 
must be followed. A jury of six persons 
will determine your innocence 
If you are arrested for public in 
loxication. don't resist Officers are 
trained to take abuse, but like everyone 
else, they don't like it If you verbally 
abuse too heavily, the officer can 
charge you with harrassment If you 
continue harrassment before a crowd, 
he can charge you with disorderly 
conduct Instead of having one charge, 
you now have three, with the two latter 
charges providing evidence for the first 
<me Take the citation or arrest as 
calmly as possible Take note of any 
witnesses that you might have You can 
fight ihe charge later 
Contrary to popular belief, police 
officers do not gel great feelings of 
satisfaction by citing or arresting 
According to Richmond's Chief of 
INilice Russell Utnc "It takes far more 
trouble to write a citation than it is to go 
about your business However, we are 
paid to do it We don't have a quota 
system We don't say that you have to 
write out citations We say that you get 
paid to save the lives and property of 
the citizens of Richmond." 
Campus branch of Instant Teller 
slowly cashing in ■■'-'■ 
BvCIIERYI. II VJiKl)<IK\ 
Staff Writer 
The University's new Instant Teller 
service has not exactly caught on with 
the students yet 
Sources at the bank say. although the 
service is new 1000 students are taking 
advantage of it 
Jesse Samons. bursar, said the In- 
stant Teller hasn't had much of an 
effect on the check cashing service but 
it was still too soon to tell 
"We cashed 51 more checks the week 
after registration this year than we did 
last vear." added Samons "The effects 
of the new service will be more 
prominent next year " 
Samons feels once the students 
become aware of the service there will 
lie a 20 percent decrease in the 
I niversity check cashing service. 
Aaron l.ainhart. Internal Auditor. 
Mate Hank and Trust Co , feels the 
MTS ice will sell itself after the students 
understand its operabon better 
According to Lainhart. the State 
Kank worked hard in having accounts 
ready for students who mailed out pre- 
regislralinn forms 
"There have been no delays in 
processing the students' accounts," 
said l.nnhart "The only problems 
have been a few power outages to the 
equipment " 
Samons and l.ainhart both feel the 24 
hour teller service will take effect when 
more students understand its 
operation 
Good 
Connections To 
Most Points 
Out of 
lexington and 
Louisville 
SPECIAL SERVICE DESIGNED 
♦ FOR EASTERN STUDENTS 
Friday Only Service 
Leave Richmond 3:30 PM Arrive Lexington 4:10 PM 
Leave Lexington 4:45 PM Arrive Louisville 6:55 PM 
For More Detais Call 623-2810 
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FRIED CHICKEN 
The taste that made 
the South love chicken 
at prices chicken-lovers love. 
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On The Eastern By-Pass 
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1 89 
COMPLETE DINNER 
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried 
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy 
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit 
Copyright 1977 Famous Recipe Fried Chicken 
\ 
IS FOR YOU! 
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*   i   . Poor eating habits result 
in flabby syndrome 
Bv STEVE LYONS 
8Uff Writer 
Two boys pulled off the exit and 
headed down the Eastern By-pass. 
The windows were rolled down and 
the grand aroma of food overtook them. 
Their stomachs growled and their 
mouths watered. 
"Food, food." they cried out in unison 
as the car passed the fried chicken sign, 
then Burger King 
Kui the next one on the left was too 
much temptation, so they pulled in the 
crowded driveway, found the ,spot 
closest to the door, jumped out and 
made the fifty yard sprint to the door. 
"Let's say the typical college student 
goes Into McDonalds and orders the 
typical lunch - Big Mac. trench friee 
and a shake. That totals up to ap 
proximately 1.200 calories. The 
average male doing some moderate 
exercise needs only 3.000 calories per 
day and he just blew 1200 of them in one 
meal without even touching the fruit 
and vegetables and milk groups 
"The shake is made of gelatin, ice, 
flavoring, and some if very little, ice 
cream. The french fries are so 
saturated with oil that they wind up on 
the empty calorie list along with all the 
pop, candy, potato chips and beer 
college students intake," explained 
Creamer. 
With the warm weather still here, 
it is very funny but it is much more 
serious if it happens to you 
"The Freshman Flabby Syndrome" 
is due«most]y from lack of education. 
Students are raised all their lives on 
mom's cooking, which is normally well- 
balanced Then, they are thrust into 
e they are in total control 
■if their dietsTfcndlike that - snap, they 
are lost Most ofSfeem become by-pass 
junkies and the weigttf keeps adding up 
until they are overweight 
"Students say they lose weight during 
the summer and that's because, one, 
they are exercising more And two. 
they get back to the well-balanced diets 
of their homes." Creamer and "Button 
explained. 
They passed out survey sheets on 
Earl Blackwell (left) and his daughters Michelle (center) 
and Pat prepare for their Accounting 108 class in the Combs 
Building    Blackwell.   a   49-year-old  ex-meteorologist,   is 
majoring in technical agriculture here. Though his daughters 
live on campus. Blackwell commutes from the family home 
in Irvine.   (Photo by Mike Vescio) 
Blackwells back in school-again 
By BBIAN HI.A1K 
Features Editor 
It is the University's own version of 
"Family Affair " 
First we have Pat. a 20-year-old pre- 
med major. Then there is sister 
Michelle. 18. majoring in home 
economics. And last, but not least, is 
papa Karl. 49. majoring in technical 
agriculture 
They are three-fifths of the Blackwell 
family from Irvine They account for 
three of the names on the Accounting 
108 class roll, section 0-3. This fact 
accounts for the frustration on the part 
of the instructor when it comes time to 
take attendance 
Yet. any way the trio looks at the 
issue, they invariably come to the 
conclusion that three Blackwells are 
better than one. 
"We can help each other." said Earl, 
who commutes from the family home 
five days a week for his full schedule of 
classes With a quick glance at his two 
daughters, he added, "And I can 
always bring something (from home) 
they forget." 
But his decision, to attend college 31 
years after his graduation from Estill 
('aunty High School was certainly not 
based on a daughter's forgetfulness. 
After 21 years in the US Air Force as 
a meteorologist. Earl decided that 
there must be more to life than high- 
pressure areas and slow-moving cold 
fronts. And the fact that he could attend 
college on benefits from the G.I. Bill 
convinced him to hang up his weather 
map. 
His wife. Ann. supported his decision. 
"She thought I had worked long 
enough." he said. 
No further explanation is offered 
Clearly, the elder Blackwell does not 
waste words He is not given to great 
detail, which may be a carry-over from 
he weather forcasting days. 
Neither of his daughters finds it 
particularly unusual to have their 
father at the same school, in the same 
class They dismiss his presence with 
the same attitude that a clever 
meteorologist might dismiss spots on 
the radar as ground clutter. 
"But it does look kind of funny to see 
him walk into class and JUSI plop down 
his books." said Michelle 
Though it may indeed look odd for a 
49-year-old ex-weatherman to mix with 
folks who are less than half his age. 
Karl said that his encounters with 
students have been pleasant ones. 
"They've been real nice." he said. 
"They don't treat me any differently." 
That's the way he wants it. 
To date, his toughest subject is 
Knglish 101. He said he'll do what he 
has to do. though, to make it through 
the class 
"After all. I have to have that one." 
said Earl 
If nothing else, the man is the 
epitome of the smooth and easy college 
transition He said his troubles have 
been minimal, though he is re-learning 
long forgotten and little-used study 
habits of the past. 
"I did just enough to get by." he said 
of his high school class work "I never 
made straight A's." 
However, extracurricular activities 
were an entirely different matter On 
the basketball squad. Earl acted as a 
kind of hardwood handyman, playing 
all three positions 
To be sure, three decades have 
brought numerous changes, but the 
passing years have failed to diminish 
one of his treasures 
"Well." he said a bit uncomfortably. 
"I've still got my hook shot." 
Karl smiles easily, knowing full well 
that all the leftover hook shots this side 
of Richmond won't help him in matters 
scholastic and scholarly-matters 
which he approaches with a twist. 
"Most people think of education in 
terms of what it will make them when 
they get a job." he said. "But I'm not 
planning on getting a job when I get out 
I'm just here to learn." 
Any predictions on which of the three 
will make the highest grade in the 
accounting class? 
"I really haven't given it much 
thought." Karl responded. 
Roughly translated into weather- 
man's lingo, his forcast. at worst, would 
read: partly cloudy with scores in the 
mid to upper 70's. 
His enthusiasm leaves no room for 
rain 
"Food, food," they again cried out in 
unison. 
Welcome to Carbohydrate City. The 
city where you can walk away full and 
still be malnutritioned. 
"The basic four - milk, meat, bread, 
and fruit and vegetables - an essential 
in a good diet. 
"Unfortunately, the majority of 
college students in the country don't 
obtain this balance in their diets," said 
1 >r Effie Creamer and Sarah Sutton of 
the nutrition department here at the 
University. 
"The college diet is terrible. College 
students tend to overload in one area, 
such as bread or meats and lack in 
another area, mostly in fruits and 
vegetables." Sutton elaborated. 
most people are having very little 
trouble keeping the weight off But 
there is always the calm before the 
storm. 
Colder weather is guaranteed to be 
just around the corner and that means 
more lounging around in the dorm room 
and confines of a residence hall or 
apartment which total up to the 
"Freshman Flabby Syndrome," as 
nutritionists call it. 
It strikes upperclassmen as well as 
underclassmen. One junior co-ed 
described the Freshman Flabby 
Syndrome. "That's when your body 
expands with your mind and your jeans 
contract around your hips," she ob- 
served. 
Granted, everything people say about 
Aug 29 to ISO students to list what they 
had eaten in the past 24 hours. The 
survey concluded that five students 
scored 85-100 percent (good diets), 14 
scored75-85 (fairdiets) and 131 scored 
poor or below. 
There is no difference between males 
and females when it comes to good and 
bad nutrition. It is true that males tend 
to eat more but that's the catch Males 
consume more quantity wise but not 
nutritionally. "The males are in the 
same boat as females." said Sutton. 
The food is available for wall- 
balanced diets but for the most part 
students don't make use of the op 
portunities The cafeterias as well as a 
number of local restaurants serve well- 
rounded meals for reasonable prices. 
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White Collar Crime robs America 
Executives rip off big business, 
pay small penalties 
Humble pie 
By TIM ME8ARB 
SUIT Writer 
l Editor'! Mte: This article will be a 
monthly (rmtmrr la The Progress. II la 
■aamMted bv Alpha Phi Sigma, the 
baaarary law enforcement aaciety.) 
Two crimes involving the theft of 
money occur. The f irat robbery neti the 
thief $500 and a 10 year prison sentence 
The second robbery nets the villain 
B0.000 and results in a fine and a 
suspended sentence. 
Though not actual cases, the above is 
a typical example of the events that 
take place when a lower class male 
robs a store compared to a middle-aged 
businessman embetzling funds from 
his company. 
White Collar Crime of this nature, 
though supposedly not as common as 
armed robbery and not nearly as 
detectable, is ripping off not only 
America s govenment but each of us on 
a daily basis 
There are many examples of large 
corporate officials. influential 
businessmen or politicians who engage 
in various types of white collar crime 
that netted those involved exorbitant 
amounts of money, but the punishment 
invoked by the criminal Justice system 
is almost always minimal 
A classic example involved 45 
executives from "S different electrical 
equipment manufacturing companies 
who were indicted for price fixing and 
bidrigging 
Thirty six executives and 21 com- 
panies pleaded guilty or no contest. 
Fines up to $12,500 were levied against 
the convicted executives. 
Twenty-eight executives received jail 
sentences ranging from 30 to 60 days 
However, only seven ot them actually 
served time in jail, the rest had 
suspended sentences. 
The electric equipment price fixing 
case also led to criminal fines for the 
corporations. Although these fines 
totaled $18 million, this amount was 
considerably leas than the estimated 
coat to consumers. 
The Department of Justice, which 
asked the court for harsher sentence, 
reported the criminal fines imposed 
upon the corporation were hi the same 
proportion as a S3 parking ticket for an 
individual with an annual income of 
1175.000. 
Also, a special IRS ruling allowed the 
companies to deduct the fines on their 
income tax returns, so their financial 
losses were actually less than they 
appeared. 
The list of examples and statistics 
could go on and on. White collar crime 
is a definite part of American's 
business world and there are many 
reasons why little or nothing is done to 
prevent it. 
First is the fact that while collar 
crime is hard to detect. It does not take 
place in broad daylight in front of 
witnesses Instead it is behind closed 
office doors by prominent, respected 
businessmen or groups of businessmen 
whose activities are next to impossible 
to monitor. 
Even when white collar crime is 
detected the courts have a history of 
being very lenient. Why? One reason 
for leniency is the absence of an in- 
fluential and well-organized public 
demand for the prosecution and punish- 
ment of business offenders 
Though disgusted by it. the average 
citizen does not fear white collar crime, 
therefore will tolerate it much more 
readily than armed robbery even 
though the estimated annual monetary 
losses are not even comparable. 
This apathetic attitude of the public is 
reflected in the leniency white collar 
criminals receive by the courts. 
So as long as the public does not 
complain loudly against this business 
crime the way it does violent crime, the 
courts will feel no obligation to enforce 
harsher punishment 
Many other factors must be con- 
sidered when studying the phenomena 
known as white collar crime. Such as 
the established relationships that exist 
between   the  white  collar   class   and 
legislators, lawyers and judges. 
It is perhaps understandable 
lawmakers and enforcers would be 
reluctant to adopt and enact codes of 
punishment that would affect persons 
whose backgrounds arid lifestyles are 
so similar to their own. 
Also the businessmen have been 
regarded as respected citizens and 
severe punishment might be viewed as 
unwarranted since their actions were 
non-violent 
Also courts often suggest the fines 
that are paid and the humiliation that is 
suffered is sufficient punishment 
But what about the black or white 
youth, entrapped in pitiful socio- 
economic conditions who robs a store of 
$500 and receives a stiff prison sen- 
tence? 
I»it fair that two crimes, which are in 
essence the same be heated so dif- 
ferently? 
Since the main differences are public 
reaction and the individual's position 
and opportunities it seems hard to 
justify imprisoning someone for 
stealing $500 while slapping the wrist of 
someone embezzling $50,000 
But because of the factors mentioned 
and many many others that exist it is 
very likely white collar crime will 
remain invisible as ever, even as it 
continues to grow. 
Skip Daugherty. Director of Student Activities and Organizations, was right on 
target when he aimed a whipped cream pie at Laura Brussee. Krussa.a Kappa 
Delta pledge, is a junior majoring in accounting. (Photo by Steve Brown) 
White House Fellowship applications 
Powell pond duq available until Nov. 15 
m
     *' * *'"■     m^^^mm-^m     «■» w^ l^ndis   Jones.    Director   of   the      citizens, not employed by the Federal     i-hos 
The construction of a brick wall 
surrounding the patio of the president s 
house includes a small decorative pond 
and planting area, according to the 
University President. Dr  J.C. Powell 
"It's not a fish pond." denied Powell, 
when questioned last week about the 
construction "It does have a little 
planting area and a little ornamental 
pool about the size of a bathtub." he 
explained 
Built bv the I'ruversitv . the wall and 
pool will be finished in about one month, 
according to Powell 
"II is not being paid for from federal 
funds." responded Powell when 
questioned about the cost "It is being 
paid for by the foundation for campus 
heautification in direction of the 
president." he said 
At this time. Powell would not 
disclose information on the cost of the 
construction 
i-ii' i . i t f t  
President's Commission on White 
House Fellowships, has announced (hat 
apphcat ions for the 1980-S1 While House 
Kellowships are now available and 
must be requested by November 15. 
IW79 
The program was established by 
President Johnson in 1964 to give 
outstanding individuals early in their 
career firsthand experience in 
governing the Nation   It is open to US 
 i- 
.
(lovernment   except   career   military 
Fellows a re assigned for one year to a 
Cabinet officer, the Vice President, or a 
senior member of the President's staff 
Although their job assignment is the 
core of their year, they also participate 
in educational seminars with top 
government officials, leading scholars, 
journalists, and otiwrs who deal with 
the national government 
White    House    Fellows    have   been 
c osen Irom a wide variety of careers 
and professions including law. 
medicine, teaching, state and local 
government, hanking, the arts and 
<■« hers 
Among the 1979-80 class are a 
Catholic priest, a rabbi, and a fanner. 
All. however, have one thing in com- 
mon - a strong desire to excel and 
contribute and a sense of involvement 
in the leadership of their society 
There are no occupational. ageTsex, 
racial, political or religious restrtc- 
tions Minority groups and women are 
encouraged to apply 
Application materials and additional 
information can be obtained from the 
President's Commission on White 
House Fellowships. Box 7737. 
Washington. DC 20044. (302) 653-6263. 
Requests for applications must be 
postmarked no later than November 
15: "completed applications no later 
than December I 
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NAVY OFFICER. 
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY THE MOMENT 
YOU GET THE STRIPES. 
A lot of big corporations offer you a big 
title. But how many offer a young college 
graduate a really important job? 
As a Navy Officer, you don't have 
to wait to do a job that counts. We give 
you one as soon as you've earned your 
commiasior,. A job with responsibility for 
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars 
of complex equipment. A job that requires 
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers 
have been doing proudly for 200 years. 
If that*8 the kind of job you're looking 
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find 
that Navy Officers have unequalled 
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, 
Aviation, and Engineering. 
Or call toD free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia, 
toll free800-342-5855.) Early responsibility. 
It's what being a Navy Officer is all about 
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Quality Assurance 
Technology degree 
proposed 
By ROBIN PATER 
New* I dil or 
The proposed associate degree 
program in Quality Assurance 
Technology was the product of over one 
year's planning on the part of the 
College (jf Applied Arts and 
Technology, along with the Central 
Kentucky Stale Vocational Technical 
School tCKSVTS) of l^xington 
l)r Kenneth llansson. dean of the 
College of Applied Arts and 
Technology, explained that the 
CKSVTS currenUy has offered classes 
in the evening for which students can 
hecome certified quality technicians. 
"But then, they must also go through 
two years of practical experience." 
said llansson about the students. "With 
our two-year degree, it shortens the 
period in which you can become 
qualified otherwise it takes four 
years." he added 
Now. with this associate degree 
program. Mansson said that he expects 
that "most of our students" will be 
employed in the areas of quality control 
or quality assurance in industry while 
they are taking the courses 
Initially. 40 area industries were 
polled in order to see whether or not 
there would he a need for such a 
program Of the 33 that responded to 
the survey. 22 industries expressed a 
desire for one These industries felt that 
there was a need for a program beyond 
the certification program which is 
presently offered at the CKSVTS 
In addition, the industnes indicated 
that they would encourage their em 
ployees to pursue such a program and 
with financial reimbursement The 
industries reported that there are 
approximately 200 persons employed in 
quality  assurance  within  their  com- 
panies. 
Presently, there is no degree 
program offered in quality assurance 
technology However, Hansson said 
that the courses that will be required in 
the associate program are already 
being offered here. Some of the courses 
required will have to be taken at the 
CK.SVTS. while the University will 
award the credits, providing the 
student has successfully completed 12 
semester hours here. 
In attempting to define and explain 
what quality assurance technology is, 
Hansson said that "it's exactly what it 
says." 
He added. "It's trying to assure that 
products meet certain standards." 
Often. Hansson said, this involves the 
sampling of products and not just in- 
specting the final outcome, but also 
"along the way" as it is being 
manufactured. 
"We think that this is a program that 
is needed." commented Hansson. who 
stressed that there has been a strong 
conperat ion between the University and 
the vocational school 
"We can better utilize the resources 
of both institutions in many ways." he 
said. 
Hansson is hopeful that the Board of 
Regents will approve the proposed two- 
year degree program. Recently, the 
Faculty Senate approved the proposal 
Providing that the Regents approve 
the Associate of Science degree in 
Quality Assurance Technology, it must 
also be approved by higher boards 
"We think that the Council on Higher 
Kducation and the State Board for 
Occupational Kducation will look with 
favor on this kind of endeavor." replied 
Hansson 
Sierra Club to 
clean up Gorge 
The Sierra Club and the U.S. Forest 
Service are inviting individuals and 
groups in the area to join in the tenth 
annual Red River Gorge cleanup day. 
This year's cleanup day will be Oct. 6 
and outdoors people and groups from 
throughout the state are expected. 
Previous cleanup days have drawn 
hundreds of individuals to the Gorge 
area. Participants remove the litter 
from each summer's recreational use 
on trails, backcountry campsites and 
roadsides. Litter is bagged and taken to 
the nearest road where Forest Service 
trucks carry it away. The Forest 
Service provides garbage bags, maps 
and other supplies. 
Participants will meet at Whittleton 
Branch Campground in Natural Bridge 
State Park from 9 a.m. onward to 
register and be assigned an area to 
clean up. Overnight camping is also 
available. Interested persons can 
contact the cleanup day coordinator, 
Ann Heard. 
The Red River Gorge area is located 
an hour's drive east of Lexington at the 
Decisions, decisions 
Freshman special education student Leslie Gatson browses through a stack of 
albums in the University Store Gatson. a Lexington native, has found that the 
store offers'more than a wide variety of books   (Photo by Sieve Brown) 
Past director of British  foreign 
policy speaks Sunday 
By RALPH PRETTY 
(.in si Writer 
When Sir Harold Wilson speaks in 
Brock Auditorium this Sunday at 7:30 
p.m.. his remarks will be based partly 
upon his eight years of responsibility 
for directing British foreign policy 
These were the years, from 1984 to 1970 
and again from 1974 to 1976. when he 
was the United Kingdom's Prime 
Minister. 
Wilson's Sunday evening appearance 
is open to the public, free of charge, as 
part of the Kincaid Lecture Series and 
is presented by the University Center 
Hoard 
Although Wilson's Labour Party 
Government maintained the close 
cooperation which had characterized 
British Aiherican relations since World 
War II. Britain's involvement in world 
affairs reflected the decline of its 
economic strength relative to several 
other key nations. 
Wilson's attempted mediation of the 
Indochina conflict contrasted with 
Britain's participation in the Korean 
War a decade and a half earlier Its 
cautious diplomatic dealing with 
Middle Eastern nations contrasted with 
ihe prominence of British military and 
commercial power within that region 
during World War II and the early 
nostwar vears. 
Britain continued to have goodwill 
and influence with other Com- 
monwealth nations, including its for- 
mer colonies in Africa and Asia. Its 
entry into the European Common 
Market. however, required a 
weakening of its traditional com- 
mercial ties with Commonwealth 
nations like Australia, New Zealand, 
and Canada. 
The ailing condition of its economy 
served to weaken Britain's negotiating 
hand when seeking Common Market 
membership. Continually criticizing 
Britain's economic and foreign policies. 
(•Vance's President (harles de Gaulle 
frustrated the Wilson government's bid 
for membership 
A development which would later 
strengthen  Britain's  position  got  un- 
derway the same year that Wilson first 
became Prime Minister. This was the 
drilling for gas in the British North Sea. 
By the time Wilson left office in 1976. 
gas production was well developed and 
production of North Sea oil was just 
heeinnine 
The gas and oil production will soon 
temporarily end Britain's dependence 
on foreign oil imports. This should 
strengthen Britain's role In in- 
ternational affairs and aid whatever 
continuing effort is made to restructure 
her economy. 
As with Britain's economic problems, 
a solution for the problem of continual 
civil disorder in Northern Ireland 
Huded Harold Wilson, as it has done 
other recent Prime Ministers 
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Eastern By-Pass & Porter Drive 
Hubert McLocklin, Mgr. 
Made exit from the Mountain Parkway 
From the exit, follow Kentucky Route 
u south approximately two miles to the 
Whittleton Branch Campground 
registration area. 
Along with neighboring Natural 
Bridge State Park, the Red River 
Gorge area covers some 55.000 forested 
acres. The area has been called the 
Grand Canyon of the East. It features 
some 120 natural stone arches. Only 
Arches National Park in Utah has a 
greater concentration of arches. In 
addition, the Gorge has many cave-like 
rock shelters, mountain streams and 
over 1.000 different flowering  plants 
The Gorge area has been in the news 
repeatedly in recent years. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers proposed to 
dam the area some twelve years ago 
but was blocked through action by 
Sierra Club and other environmentally 
conscious citizens groups in the area 
Since then the Gorge has been in- 
creasingly popular as a picnicing, 
hiking, camping and rock climbing 
area 
Phone company issues 
STAN numbers 
By JANETJACOBS 
City Editor 
Though all dorm rooms have a 
telephone installed in them at a cost of 
$25 per person per semester, residents 
are only able to make on-campus or 
local calls on these phones 
Long distance phone calls are 
possible for students if they acquire a 
Special Telephone Account Number 
iSTAM from South Central Bell Co. 
By going to their office located at 201 
.South Third Street, a student can fill out 
an application which requires a deposit 
or a parent or guardian's signature to 
insure payment of bills 
Bills go out each month, either 
rlirectly to Ihe student or to his home 
address 
STAN numbers are issued under two 
groupings: 097 four digits 317 or 088- 
four digits 317 This number can be 
kept by the student until graduation It 
is only lo be used by the student him 
self 
Occasionally  students try  to  make 
calls on another  student's  number 
possibly one they have made up. 
According to Supervisor Ann Kin- 
dred, the company has "some 
problems, but really and truly we have 
an investigative bureau and they find 
nut who has made the call " 
"We do have a security department. 
It is very serious if a student does this." 
commented Kindred "Sometimes they 
try. bul usually give it up." she added 
Currently there are about 1000 
students with cards By the time all who 
have applied receive their cards, there 
will be around 2500 using this service 
Rowlett, Tracy teach 
workshop 
By ANNE MANNING 
Staff Writer 
Dr. John Rowlett. vice president of 
academic affairs and research and 
Jack Tracy, head of development and 
planning, will jointly teach a workshop 
dealing with research and development 
beginning Sept. 19. This is the fifth 
semester that the course has been of- 
fered. 
The one semester hour workshop 
(IET 533) will cover funding of college 
research programs by federal and state 
agencies and program development 
techniques Rowlett feels the course 
will be particularly helpful to new 
faculty members, although it could 
serve as a refresher course for others. 
The cost of the workshop is $31 and 
some faculty scholarships are 
available There will be at least five 
meetings throughout the semester 
Registration will take place at the first 
class on Wednesday, Sept 19 at 3:30 
p.m. in Combs 217 The workshop is 
limited to about 25 people 
Tfa jCutferan Church invitesjou to 
its Community inwrskb 
"K\     JywvkulKormrws-. 
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RESEARCH PAPERS 
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Otganizatio 
Club 
provides 
darkroom 
delights 
Amateur photographers have a new 
source to advance their darkroom 
techniques 
Rraun North America, a division of 
the Gillette Company, has launched the 
Paterson Darkroom Club A mem- 
bership fee is $5 for one year or $8 50 for 
two years 
A member receives a kit of useful 
information: a layout for a darkroom, a 
quarterly publication, written by 
professional photographers and a 
••Iww-lo" book on the darkroom 
There are some other useful items, 
such as a darkroom doorknob sign to 
advise if one can enter the room or 
should wait 
Identification labels for chemicals 
and trays are also included in the kit 
Hut one of the more valuable items is a 
membership card which provides a 10 
percent rebate on darkroom mer- 
chandise bought at a photo store 
"Unfortunately, too many college 
students go unrecognized for their 
accomplishments." a Paterson 
spokesman said "Aside from sports, 
there are not many activities that allow 
■ student to receive recognition, even if 
the recognition is strictly personal 
'Some students excel in music, ac- 
ting, photography and other activities 
'hat may shape their future vocation." 
ihe spokesman continued "Since the 
I'aterson Darkroom (Tub is involved 
with photography, we believe it would 
IH- an excellent public service if we 
«ni' to award a special Certificate of 
Recognition to students who have news 
pictures published in their college 
newspapers 
To receive a Certificate of 
Recognition, a student must submit a 
Mack and w hite copy of his or her news 
photo, along with a tearsheet from the 
college newspaper in which the picture 
was published 
Name and address should be included 
■ «i the back of the picture Both picture 
and tearsheet should be mailed to the 
Paterson Darkroom Club. 211 East 43rd 
street   New York. N Y   10017 
There is no deadline when pictures 
should he received They can be sub- 
mitted at any time during the next 
twelve months 
This is not a contest." said the 
Paterson Darkroom Hub spokesman 
Editors of college newspapers will 
have passed judgement cm the pictures 
.uid this is sufficient to warrant a 
certificate of Kecognition for the 
student 
There is a chance that some photos 
may be published in the national 
newsletter Paterson Developments, it 
was said 
Hot and juicy Ihe hamburger eating competition was one of the moat popular events at the SAK County Fair Sigma Pi won the fair 
for the second consecutive year 
Arts and crafts fair runs  on 
annual basis 
Hi IM»\\\ HI Mil 
i if ■.'. ini/.tlions Kditor 
We re-evaluated the arts and crafts 
lair and decided it would be better if we 
held it annually." said Tim Roller, vice 
president of the Student Association 
In the past the lair has been held on a 
semi annual hasis Profits from the fair 
.ire used In pro\ ide scholarships for the 
children of the victims of the Scotia 
mine disaster 
Kutler said that he does not feel that 
there will be any financial 
discrepancies regarding the amount of 
money provided for the scholarships 
"This tail only 17 craftsmen were 
signed up that is an optimistic num- 
ber." said Kutler "One really good 
show with ill or more participants has 
In lie better." he added 
Kutler said that one reason for the 
lack of participation is that the area has 
become saturated with arts and crafts 
lairs 
The I 'niversity fair will be held in the 
spring on April 17 "We'll be drawing 
outside <>f the geographic area." said 
Kutler We think we will get better 
participation out of the students and the 
craftsmen,    he concluded 
Case Hall . '     ¥ presents 'Pegora the Witch 
The girl's last chance to become a 
witch is to kidnap the seven daughters 
of Ihe King And with that the story 
evolves 
There are 18 characters in this play, 
all played by Case residents The two 
major characters  are   Pegora   'Jerri 
dorm's program to encourage resident   Jjg**'' and M",her Martacloy l Debbie 
involvement, will educate the student*-—Traysure> 
in cultural experiences 
B» MALEENAIMHOI.AS 
Staff Writer 
(let 10 is the projected date for the 
performance of "Pegora the Witch" by 
the Case Hall Theater (Jroup 
It is hoped that the play, part of the 
"Pegora the Witch." a comedy that 
also appeals to children, tells the story 
of a young girl who is trying un 
successfully tobea witch, her only fault 
is that she is too kind-hearted 
Roth girls have had previous ex- 
perience in theater before coming to Ihe 
I niversity 
Student Debbie Koggs. who has also 
had   previous   theater   experience,   is 
helping direct the play The set is being 
designed by Tishana Hodges 
Two performances will be given. An 
afternoon showing will be without 
charge for the children of Brockton 
residents. 
A small admission will be charged 
later in the evening when the play will 
he performed for any of the female 
students 
Another project bang planned by 
Case Hall is a six-week course in 
h'rench cooking and culture at the end 
of this month 
Welcome back gP^^* 
students!      W  ^BOY 
"We deliver six nights a week. 
5 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
Phone 623-4100 
Reg. hours 
Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid. 
Fri. b Sat. 6:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Sunday 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid. 
// 
Dr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
Announce Change In Office Hours: 
Mon. - Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-1 
Visual Analysis Visual Therapy 
Contact Lens 
205% Geri Lane 
Richmond, Ky. 623 6643 
Judy yfP 
STOMP OUT 
High Prices And 
Look Your Best 
at 
COIFFURE 
CREATIONS 
Beauty Salon 
112 St. George St. 
623-1500 
Blow Drys 
CriMtof 
STRETCH YOUR PESOS WITH 
TACO TICO'S SPECIAL 
Buy One 
TACOBURGCR 
Gel One FREE 
tm 
(With Coupon) 
OFFER  EXPIRES: 
Sept   27. 1979 
for a fcreat t am tin* meal 
Good in Richmond & Berea 
tm 4 Toco's $100 with coupon 
Expires S.pt   27. 1979 
TACO: A crisp fried corn tortilla filled 
with taco meat, garnished with Ched- 
dar cheese, crisp lettuce, tomato and 
your choice of four different sauces.    Liiwi 
Good in Richmond & Berea p«»«< 
Political groups join bandwagon 
^ Democrats 
Rv NANCY SPENCER 
Staff Writer 
The Young Democrats are looking 
forward to an active year said Jim 
Riaso. club president 
•With ihe general election in 
November, the organization is busy 
working on projects connected with Ihe 
election Members of the club are doing 
volunteer work, such as distributing 
information at the Richmond 
Democratic Headquarters. 
On Sept 21. the Young Democrats 
will assist the Madison County 
Democrats with a Democratic Rally to 
be held at Whitehall State Shrine. All 
Ihe Democratic candidates will be 
presenl including John Y. Brown. Jr. 
and his wife Phyllis George, a former 
Miss America 
The rally will start at 5 p.m. and last 
until 8pm Two bands are scheduled to 
play and food will be served. Riaso said 
ihiii each candidate will probably make 
a short speech 
Riaso said thai the Young Democrats 
will soon be holding voter registration 
^Republicans 
mine dorms. Registration mutt be held 
in an area where no political ad- 
vertising is displayed. 
Riaso said that if the entire student 
population would register and vote, it 
could make a difference in the outcome 
of the elect ion in this district. However, 
Riaso commented, "Voter apathy is 
pitiful on this campus." 
I.ast year approximately ISO students 
registered during voter registration. 
"Thai's good for this campus," said 
Riaso. 
Riaso said thai if the entire student 
population would register and vote, it 
could make a difference in the outcome 
(if I he election in this district. However, 
Riaso commented. "Voter apathy is 
pitiful on I his campus " 
The organization is trying to get all 
Ihe Democratic candidates to speak on 
campus The candidates have all been 
contacted but no dales have been set. 
The club is here basically to provide 
the opportunity for students to get in- 
Milved with state politics Most of the 
support in Ihis area comes from 
political science majors, according to 
Riaso 
The College Republicans are actively 
involved this semester with the cam- 
paigns of I un- Nunn and Hal Rogers. 
Republican candidates for governor 
and lieutenant governor 
According lo Kim Chaplin, chair- 
person, a Republican seminar was held 
Sept H at Somerset Community 
College The seminar was entitled 'The 
Nunn Victory School " At this seminar, 
organization of clubs was discussed 
(in Sept 11. t he Nunn headqua rters in 
Richmond were opened The 
headquarters are located on Irvin 
Street 
Members of the organization at- 
tended a "big Republican gel-together" 
on Sept 19 at Whitehall Slate Shrine 
said Chaplin Several party leaders, 
including Nunn. attended 
• 'haplin said members of the College 
lu-publicans will probably be working 
on the Nunn campaign every Saturday 
The campaign will be a "hard 
campaign." she said. "But it's going to 
he a lot of fun too." she added 
On Ocl 20. during the football game 
with Western. Chaplin said that the club 
will distribute literature for Nunn and 
Rogers 
Chaplin said that she received a 
favorable response while campaigning 
for Republican candidates Rut she 
pointed out that "too many people don't 
seem to care " 
Steve Nunn. Nunn's son. will also be 
speaking on campus sometime before 
the election A definite date has not yet 
lieen set 
However, it should be pointed out that 
l he College Republicans are not strictly 
l>ilitical. Ihe club is now planning a 
service project On Nov 3. they are 
sponsoring a dance marathon for 
Muscular Dystrophy It will be held in 
the Keen Johnson Rallroom from 12 
nmn until 12 midnight 
Recause the dance marathon is being 
held just a few days before Ihe election, 
(haplin said she hopes to have Ihe 
major candidates of both parties stop 
b> for at least a few minutes. However, 
there is nothing definite yet. 
There is a possibility that the poster 
child for Muscular Dystrophy will also 
be presenl ^-^\ 
Pledge sheets will be handed out ■ 
around Ocl l. The deadline lo return 
the pledge she^KlstJck 29. Anyone who 
wishes to participate and is unable to 
pick up a pledge sheet «m call Chaplin 
at 4977 
. Those interested in joining the 
College Republicans should also con- 
tact Chaplin (Tiaphn said one can be a 
Democrat and still join the College 
Republicans 
"It's how you vote that really 
counts." she concluded 
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Club Corncn phi De,ts v°te to sc|1 h°use 
Phi Delts 
By LISA THOUTMAN 
Stiff Writer 
A  rumor  going around  campus  is 
causing students to shake their heads in 
disbelief. 
One of the fraternities on campus 
wants lo sell its house'' It just can't 
be true 
Well, it is and Ihe Phi Delts are the 
ones who started it 
TTie reason, according to social 
chairman Doug Dearen. is to have 
enough money to build a house on 
Fraternity Row 
Dearen said, "We felt with our 
situation that it was best to sell Ihe 
house and use the equity for our house 
on Fraternity Row." 
Phi Delta Theta is the only fraternity 
al Ihe I'niversity that actually owns its 
own house The rest of the fraternities 
just rent their houses and will have to 
depend   on   donations  to   build   their 
The Phi Delt house, located on Red 
House Road, is a two story white house 
with five bedrooms, two baths and a 
basement, sitting oh two and a half 
acres of land 
Last year, the Fraternity Row 
proposal was passed and the frater- 
nities were told that the ground would 
lie broken this fall They needed to start 
saving the money for their houses as 
soon as possible However, the ground- 
breaking date has now been set back. 
I-is.t spring, the Phi Delt pledges and 
initiates, who will be most affected by 
Fraternity Row. voted on whether or 
not to sell 
"We just told them that to get on 
Fraternity Row. we needed to develop a 
fund for the house as soon as possible." 
said President Matt Da vies "Selling 
the house was the best way." he added 
Kven though the date has been 
pushed back, the Phi Delts have 
decided to go on and sell their house. 
Davies said. "We'd like to keep the 
house but we'd rather go on and start 
Ihe fund for our house on Fraternity 
Row." 
ROTC Program 
The I'nited States Army Reserve- 
National Guard     ROTC Simultaneous 
Membership Program is a voluntary 
officer training program which allows 
Reservist-National Guard enlisted 
members to drill and receive en- 
titlements while being a member of the 
advanced ( Military Science HI and IV) 
course of the ROTC Program 
This new plan permits cadets to hold 
simultaneous membership for the first 
time in both programs. The double-pay 
opportunity should greatly increase the 
number of college students in the guard 
and reserve units. 
Participants attend guard and 
reserve drills as officer trainees and 
receive pay equivalent to that of a 
sergeant i K-51. The duties performed 
would be similar to those performed by 
a second lieutenant. 
Additionally, participants receive 
$100 per month participating in the 
R(>T(' Advance Course and may qualify 
for tuition assistance. 
If you have questions pertaining to 
this Simultaneous Membership 
Program, please telephone Major 
l^irry N Mladek or Harold Barton at 
H22 3911 or visit rooms 518 or 522 in the 
Hegley Building 
Bike registration 
The Association of Law Enforcement 
will be registering bicycles this fall. 
Registration will take place today 
during "Organization-Day" at the table 
of the A.L.E. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in 
the Meditation Chapel court yard. All 
who have bikes are encouraged to have 
them registered for security and safety 
reasons. 
Job fair held 
A Job Fair for students interested in 
the health occupations will be held Oct. 
5. at the Powell Building. Kennamer 
and Jaggers Rooms, from 10 am -1 pm 
Representatives from hospitals and 
other health care agencies will be 
present to answer questions for 
students relating to job information and 
job opportunities in the various health 
fields 
Senior students in health occupations 
who are interested in job interviews 
should call Dr   Lynn Vioght. 622-2143 
Special courses 
offered 
•> 
Let the professors ride their mopeds 
to the University - you can ride a hobby 
horse. 
•-vThe University Division of Special 
Programs is offering five special in- 
terest courses in hobbies this fall, in- 
cluding beginning bridge, ceramics, 
beginning guitar, basic photography 
and private pilot ground school. 
These non-credit courses are among 
40 offered by the Division to help 
residents of Madison and surrounding 
counties improve skills in work, play 
and aesthetic enjoyment. Inquiries 
should be directed to Bob Leiter or 
Alice Brown in the Special Programs 
office, telephone (606) 622-1444. 
The special courses on hobbies are: 
Beginning Bridge-Thursdays, 7-9 
p.m., Sept. 27 - Nov. 15, Begley 
Building. 
Beginning Guitar-Ages 15 and above. 
Thursdays. 6-8 p.m., Sept. 20-Nov. 29, 
Foster Music Building. 
Ceranfics-Wednesdays, 6-9 p.m., 
Oct. 3-Nov. 14. Campbell Building 
Basic Photography-Thursdays, 6-8 
p.m.. Sept. 20-Nov. 1. Wallace Building 
Private Pilot Ground School-Ages 16 
and above. Thursdays. 6:30-8:30 pm, 
Sept 20-Dec 13. Begley Building. 
These courses are offered by the 
Division of Special Programs, 
telephone (606> 622-1444. These classes 
require no previous university credit. 
Newman Center 
The Newman Center will be holding i 
retreat on Friday. Sept. 21 that wil 
last through Saturday If interest* 
in attending, sign up down at the Centet 
or call 623-9400 
Jones appointed 
Dr. Sanford L Jones is the new 
chairman of the Department of 
Biological Sciences at the University. 
His appointment was approved 
recently by the Board of Regents 
Jones, of Richmond, succeeds Dr. 
Edwin Hess who is on leave to serve as 
visiting professor at De La Salle 
University in Manila, the Philippines 
Jones, who has been in the Biology 
Department at the University since 
1961. is president of the Kentucky 
Academy of Science. 
He received the BS degree from the 
I'niversity. the MS from the University 
of Kentucky, and the PhD from the 
University of Tennessee. He holds the 
rank of professor of biology 
Jones, who lives at 204 Bristol Drive 
in Richmond, is a native of Hazard 
Adventures 
Reading 
I'niversity special course Oct. 4 - 
Nov 29 is designed to help participants 
"increase their self-image, realize the 
potentials of their minds" and leam 
several other means of self- 
improvement. 
This course, Adventures in Attitudes, 
is another of the University's non-credit 
special interest classes, which total 
about 40 this semester It will be held on 
Thursdays. 6 30 - 9 p m in the Stratton 
Building and will accomplish its aims 
by teaching "'communications and 
awareness ." 
Another of these courses will be 
(ienealogy for Beginners to be held 
Tuesday evenings, 6:30-8:30p.m , Sept 
25 Nov 13 in the Bert Combs Building 
and instructed by Dr Dixon Barr. dean 
of the University College of Education 
A reading in the content areas con- 
ference is scheduled for Saturday. Sept 
22 Sponsored by the Department of 
learning Skills and Ihe College of 
Education, this workshop will be held 
from H::l0 am  to 3 p m  in the Combs 
Building. 
I>r H Alan Robinson, international 
authority in the field of reading and 
study skills, will present the keynote 
address 
This conference is designed for all 
junior high, high school and college 
teachers Workshops are scheduled on 
the leaching of reading and study skills 
in math, foreign language. English, 
social studies, science, art. music and 
physical education. 
the registration fee of $10 includes 
lunch For further information, contact 
ihe Conference Planning Office, 
telephone 622-1444 
UPTO 
PER MONTH FOR 
PLASMA DONATIONS 
FOR SPECIAL 
ANTIBODIES 
BONUS for first time 
donors with this ad. 
Expires 12-31-79 
£) plasma 
Laxintitoii. Ky. 
2043 Oxford Orel. 
Cardinal Vallay Shoppinf Cantar 
254-8047 
Hours:   Man., Tuaa., Thura.  8 am - 9 pm 
Wad. • Pit,   8 am - 7 pm 
Sal.   8 am - 3 pm 
KEEP 
MOVING 
AMERICA! 
A *«/rtr hit ui 
uut nh it—it M H. 
BONANZA'S FAMOUS 
Imagine, this delicious sttak plus a steaming hot bakad potato orfrench 
frits and a slice of grilled Ttxas toost. And solod you can pie a mile high 
as often as you like . . . frtsh greens and vegetables from our "Discov- 
ery" Salod Bar. Whot a treatl And now you con got two complete meals 
for just $5,991 Delicious! 
Hold tight 
During cheer leading practice. Cathy Dotson and Kelli EUis are given a whirl by 
Mike Gilley and Steve Lyons, respectively. The University cheerleaders 
practice several times a week, so that they can give a polished performance at 
the football games. (Photo by Scott Adams) 
Witt writes book 
Dr Robert W. Witt, associate 
professor of English at the University, 
has published a book in Salzburg, 
Austria offering a new order for 
Shakespeare's sonnets 
The book. "Of Comfort and Despair: 
Shakespeare's Sonnet Sequence." was 
published at the University of Salzburg 
by the Institut fur Knglische Sprache 
und l.iteratur. It is part of the 
Elizabethan and Renaissance Studies, 
which is published at Salzburg under 
the direction of Professor Erwin Sturzl 
and edited by Dr. James Hogg 
In the book Witt offers a new order for 
the sonnets based on the Neoplatonic 
theories of love He suggests that 
Shakespeare derived the concept for 
the sequence as well as the ideas for 
many of the individual sonnets from the 
fourth book of ("astiglione's "The 
Courtier." 
This is the second of Witt's books to 
be published by the Institute He has 
been on the University English faculty 
since 1970. 
CLIP & ENJOY 
BONANZA'S FAMOUS 
11a.m. to 10p.m. 
DAILY 
(War Valid wr* Caapan Onty 
Expire* 9-26-79 
t» porhuoofing lononra Haltourorti 
BONANZA 
I I I 
The Old Captain's Quarters 
& Pier 99 
Invites All EKU Students 
To Their 
3rd MACHO MAN 
CONTEST      r 
ToNite 
The Rules <3P"j&4 
1. Whatever you think may be the most macho it can he serious, fafny, 
or just plain crazy. 
2. Open to all gays from 18 to 80 years. 
3. The contest will last 6 weeks, with a GRAND MACHO CONTEST 
The 7th Week 
4. The EKU GIRLS will be the Judges %y Applause. 
Don't Forget You Can Macho From 
Woody Allen To Tarzan 
OPEN TO EVERYBODY 
Come on Guys, show us your most imagined Macho Image (large, small, fat, skinny, 
tall)  and EKU Gals come on down and have a MACHO GOOD TIME judging your 
favorite Macho Man 
$25 Weekly Winner 
GRAND MACHO WINNER - An Expense Paid Vacation 
To Eitero Island Florida 
Macho Night This Thursday Night - Everyone Invited 
Pixxa $2.50 Hotdog 50* & Refreshments 25' 
Minutes From EKU off I - 75 Open Till 1:00 am 
^ ■—— »—SI —S^^^MHHHMI 
f' 
P.** 10/Vd. S«/Ne. 5 
Th« EMMrn Prograaa 
Tlturartav. ««»«—ib»> 20. 1*7* 
Dateline: Compiled by NANCY SPENCER Staff Writer 
High stepping 
Alpha Kappa Alpha members sang and danced at the Kappa 
Alpha  Psi Step Show on Saturday   The step show  helps 
Placement 
< AMPUS INTERVIEWS 
Tuesday Thursday. Sept   25. 26 & 27 
Positions-   Officer  Program   •   I'S 
Marines 
Qualifications     Any   major   com- 
pleting Bachelor's or Master's Degree 
Tuesday. Ocl   2 
Positions    I* ■ Industrial Arts 
Qualifications        Certified      and 
available to teach 2nd semester 1979-80 
Wednesday. Ocl 3 
Positions      Heclamation    Inspectors 
Qualifications    Degree I Bachelor 'si 
in Natural or Physical Sciences 
Thursday. Ocl   4 
Positions    Field Representatives 
Qualifications   Bachelors Degrees in 
Industrial   Technology.  Chemistry. 
Physics. Eire Prevention and Control, 
Environmental Health or other Science 
Backgrounds 
Thursday. Oct   4 
Positions        Manufacturing     and 
Higineering Technology Trainees 
Qualifications       B S      Industrial 
Technology if)ec 79 and May SOGradSI 
MVTR:    Interviewers   will   be   from 
Winchester. Kentucky Plant 
promote spirit and unity among the black franlernities and 
sorities   iPhoto by Steve Rrowni 
TODAY SEPT  » 
12 NOON Communion. United 
Methodist Campus Center 
3 p.m Women's Tennis vs Southern 
Illinois Edwardsville at Murray. 
330 p.m. Data Processing 
Management Association meeting. 
Combs 216 
4 p.m   Bible Study. United Methodist- 
Campus Center. 
4 p.m. Watermelon Bust, field behind 
Palmer Hall 
4:30 p.m Association of Law En- 
Joreement. .1 aggers Room 
5:30 p.m. Core Meeting. Newman 
Center 
530 p.m Sign Language. Baptist 
Student Center 
6 p.m "Norma Rae." Pearl 
Buchanan Theater 
630 p.m Choir. Baptist Student 
Center 
7 p.m. Choir. United Methodist 
Campus Center 
7 p.m. Society For Collegiate Jour- 
nalists. Conference Room B. 
7 p.m Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship. Wallace 344 
8 p m "Norma Rae." Pearl 
Buchanan Theater. 
8 p m Council on Ministry. United 
Methodist Campus Center 
8 p.m. Dance. Keen Johnson 
Ballroom 
10 p m "Norma Rae," Pearl 
Buchanan Theater 
NOTE: Personal interviews can be 
scheduled in the Uvision of Career 
Itvelopment and Placement. 319 Jones 
Building A general information booth 
will also be available from 10 am - 3 
p m on the above dates outside the 
Grill area in the Powell Building. 
I979-K0    FALL    EMPLOYMENT    IV 
TEHVIEWS SCIIEDU.ED 
As of this date. 45 organizations have 
scheduled fall interviews in the Division 
of Career Development and Placement. 
319 Jones Building Additional em- 
ployers are signing up daily Interviews 
are" held Monday - Friday beginning 
Sept 17 and running through Dec 7. 
Watch the F Y I and this column for 
details on the employers dates 
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS EXAM 
Announcement booklets are now 
available in the Division of Career 
Development and Placement tCD&Pi. 
319 Jones Building The booklet con- 
tains detailed information, ap- 
plications, sample test questions, etc 
for both the Foreign Service and 
Foreign Service Information  Officers 
Exam    Application  deadline  for  each 
exam is Oct   19 The exam date is Dec  1 
and  one   of   the   testing   locations   is 
Ij-xington 
MHTIM, IVIKKNMir  PB<1<.K\M 
Application information for the 1980 
Npwspaper Fund Editing Internship 
Program for college juniors is now- 
available in the Division of Career 
Itvelopment and Placement. 319 Jones 
Building News editing experience, 
college credit, weekly salary and 
scholarships are a few of the program 
benefits Entries must be filed bv Nav 
27 
SUMMER ISMO INTEKNSIfP IN REAL 
ESTATE 
The United Farm Agency. Inc. a 
national Heal Estate firm is sponsoring 
summer internships in Kentucky for 
sophomores, juniors or seniors in 
business or economics who are in- 
terested in real estate careers. Selected 
interns receive $2000 stipend for the ten 
week program and pre & post paid 
trainings For additional details con- 
tact the Division of Career Development 
and Placement. 319 Jones Building or 
the Real Estate department. 107 Combs 
Building 
Part-Time Off-Campus Jobs 
1 Campus Representative: Sales of 
fashion, jeans. 
2 General Laborers: Richmond 
apartment complex builder. Ap- 
proximately one-two weeks work 
depending on weekly work schedule 
Pay   $3 50 per hour 
3 Part-Time Typist: Good typing 
skills for short time Richmond position 
B-10 days - flexible work schedule. Pay: 
S3 10 per hour 
Contact the Division of Career 
development and Placement, 319 Jones 
Building for job details on all positions 
listed above 
COLLEGE PLACEMENT ANNUAL ISM 
The College Placement Annual, 
developed by The College Placement 
Council, In., is recognized as the most 
comprehensive source of information 
about employers In addition to oc 
cupational listings for approximately 
200 employers, it contains valuable 
information on developing your 
professional job campaign Com- 
plimentary copies are now available in 
Dvision of Career Development and 
Placement. 319 Jones 
boodles 
because fashion is fun! 
come to the young world of boodles where 
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FRIDAY SEPT. 21 
11:45 a.m. KKV Women's Caucus, 
Dining Room B 
6 p.m "Smokey and the Bandit," 
Pearl Buchanan Theater. 
8 p.m. "Smokey and the Bandit." 
Pearl Buchanan Theater. 
10 p.m "Smokey and the Bandit," 
Pearl Buchanan Theater 
SATURDAY SEPT. 22 
8:45 a.m. Undergraduate Record 
Exam. Per re II Room. 
1 p.m. Women's Field Hockey vs Ball 
State at home 
6 p.m. "Smokey and the Bandit." 
Pearl Buchanan Theater. 
8 p.m "Smokey and the Bandit "- 
Pearl Buchanan Theater    ^^_^/^ 
10 p.m. "Smokey and the Bandit." 
Pearl Buchanan Theater. 
SUNDAY SEPT  23 
930 a m Celebration Service. United 
Methodist Campus Center 
10 am Sunday Mass. Newman 
Center 
12 NOON Sunday Mass, Newman 
Center 
530 p.m. Sunday Mass. Newman 
Center 
6:30 p m Spaghetti Dinner, Newman 
Center 
7 p.m. Experience in Faith. United 
Methodist Campus Center. 
7  p.m    "FM."   Pearl   Buchanan 
9 p.m. "FM." Pearl Buchanan 
Theater. 
MONDAY SEPT. 24 
4:30 p.m.   Council.  Baptist   Student 
Center. 
6 p.m   Bible Study, Baptist Student 
Center. 
7 p.m.    Choir.    United    Methodist 
Campus Center 
7  p.m.   "FM,"   Pearl   Buchanan 
Theater. 
9  p.m    "FM,"   Pearl   Buchanan 
Theater. 
TUESDAY SEPT. 25 
7:14 am   Prayer Breakfast. United 
Methodist Campus Center. 
4 p.m. Women's Field  Hockey vs. 
sville at home 
4 45\p.m.   Eta    Sigma    Gamma 
meeting. Dining Room F. 
6:30 p.m^CaUiolic Belief and Prac 
tices. Newman Center. 
7    p.m.    "The 
Buchanan Theater. 
9   p.m      "The 
Buchanan Theater 
WEDNESDAY SEPT  26> 
11:45 a.m. Ijincheoncounter. Powell 
Cafeteria. 
3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs   Morehead 
at Morehead. 
7   p.m.    Fellowship   Hour.   United 
Methodist Campus Center 
7 p.m. "Twelve Angry Men," Pearl 
Buchanan Theater 
830 p.m  Discovery. Baptist Student 
Center. 
8:30   p.m      "Twelve   Angry    Men," 
Pearl Buchanan Theater 
Pearl 
Pearl 
Emmons speaks on 
political 
Bv DON MCNAV 
Ma ft Writer 
Dale Emmons, the recently elected 
national president of the Young 
Democrats, was the featured speaker 
last Wednesday. Sept. 12. at the Young 
Democrats' first meeting. 
Kmmons. a native of Fleming County 
and a graduate of Morehead Univer- 
sity, is the first Kentucky native ever to 
be elected Young Democrats President 
He has held a variety of Young 
Democrats offices including national 
treasurer and president of the Ken- 
tucky Young Democrats before taking 
over as national president. 
Kmmons is currently in charge of the 
(Kivernor's regional office in London 
Kmmons gave a speech about the 
benefits of political involvement. 
Kmmons began by talking about a 
private meeting that he had with 
President Carter on Sept. 6. 
He then talked about the rich 
tradition that the Kentucky Young 
Democrats have had in'the past and 
mentioned a number of state leaders, 
like i.nv Julian Carroll and l.t Gov 
Thelma Stovall. who have risen through 
the ranks of the Young Democrats. 
He then stressed that young people 
"must have the drive, determination, 
and perseverance to pull through ad- 
versity" to be successful in politics 
Kmmons talked about the im- 
portance   of  hard  work   and   deter 
munition and told of examples of people 
like Harry Truman, who were able to be 
successful primarily because of these 
qualities 
Kmmons finished the speech on a 
positive note, saying that "the world 
can he changed by young people." and 
gave an example of Arkansas Governor 
Bill Clinton, who became governor at 
the age of 31 
Kmmons urged the Young 
Democrats to "set your goals now." for 
future participation in politics 
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Sports 
Colonels blank Trojans 15-0 
with defensive gem 
By JEFF SMILEY 
Sport* Kdttor 
Another sterling defensive per- 
formance was the order of the day for 
15,200 football fans who watched their 
Colonels trounce the visiting Troy SUte 
Trojans 15-0 at Hanger Field last 
Saturday. 
All-conference performers Bob 
Mclntyre and Joe Richard led the way 
for head coach Roy Kidd's troops, who 
recorded their second win in as many 
tries. 
Mclntyre had nine tackles for the 
defensive unit, which forced four 
turnovers and allowed no penetration 
by the Trojans past the Colonel 23-yard 
line. Richard turned in three sacks, 
including one crucial tackle wnicn 
preserved she shutout, as the defense 
threw the opponents for losses on nine 
different occasions. 
"General" Dale Patton led the 
Colonel offense with 119 yards on 20 
carries, single-handedly outgaining the 
Troy rushers who had 104 yards 
altogether. Tony Braxton followed with 
81 yards on 17 carries and Alvin Miller 
added 48 yards on seven tries for the 
offense. 
Everything seemed to go the 
Colonels' way in the first period. After a 
pair of first downs by Patton advanced 
the ball out to near midfield, the offense 
bogged down. 
As soon as Troy got its hands on the 
ball after the ensuing punt, the Colonels 
recovered the first of three Trojan 
fumbles. 
Braxton put the Colonels on the board 
five plays later, but the conversion 
attempt by David Flores was blocked 
and the score remained 6-0. 
The defense soon recompensated for 
the missed point, though After two 
Troy fumbles were followed by two 
failures by the Colonels to move the 
ball, the Trojans found themselves 
backed up deep into Colonel territory. Quarterback Eddie Rohrbaugh 
dropped back to pass on a third down 
play from the 11. but was met in the end 
zone by Colonel tackle Rickie Rhodes, 
who sacked Rohrbaugh for a safety and 
an 8-0 lead. 
Twice in the second quarter, the 
Trojans appeared to be putting together 
scoring drive, crossing the Colonel 30 
yard line on both occasions. But the 
defense rose to the challenge each time 
and stifled the drives, with help from 
sacks by Richard and Tim Frommeyer 
The half ended with the Colonels on top 
M. 
The third quarter was more 
frustration for the Troy offense, and 
more fine play by the Colonel defense 
The Trojans were limited to two short 
possessions in the period and with 
Pat ton's army chewing up valuable 
time, the 8-0 lead started to look bigger 
and bigger. 
Chris Isaac took over for the injured 
Bill Hughes midway through the third 
period and filled in ably, completing 
four of nine passes for 68 yards. Isaac 
broke the scoring drought in the final 
period on a four-yard quarterback 
sneak. Flores was true on the extra 
point to produce the final margin, but 
the defense had to tighten up to 
preserve that margin. 
Troy mounted three drives in the 
final quarter, but each was stopped by 
the stubborn maroon and white defense 
at midfield. Richard sacked Rohrbaugh 
on a fourth and <»ie to end the second 
drive and George Floyd sealed the win 
with an interception on the last play of 
the game. 
loach Kidd admitted after the game 
that he wasn't very comfortable with 
the slim lead throughout the game. 
"We should have had that game over 
with at halftime." said Kidd. "We've 
got to get more consistency on offense,'' 
he added. 
Kidd was also very complimentary of 
his team's unified effort. "To single out 
one player would be hard to do, 
although Joe Richard made a lot of big 
plays." he said. 
One bright spot in the Colonel offense 
was flashy Ranard McPhaul. who filled 
in at tailback in addition to his normal 
role as flanker and return specialist. He 
gained 28 yards in five carries on the 
day. 
McPhaul. who was a tailback at 
Miami. Fla., Killian High School, said 
he prefers running the option and off- 
tackle plays, but is impartial to his 
position, as long as he is contributing 
"My weight (150) is a big factor, but 
I'll play wherever I can help the team," 
said McPhaul. "The line today came 
along real good. Running behind that 
fullback (Patton) helps a lot. too." he 
stated. 
On the possibilities of McPhaul at 
tailback. Kidd remarked. "The way he 
looked today I'd say he's got a future." 
Fullback Dale Patton looks for running room in last weeks 
Troy SUte contest. Patton gained 119 yard in the Colonels' 15- 
Ovictory. theirsecondwininasmany tries    (Photo by Steve 
Brown) 
Owens receives scholarship 
Colonel defensive end   Tim Frommeyer sacks Troy State quarterback Willie 
Tullis in last Saturday's 15-0 shutout of the Trojans at Hanger Field. 
Dr. Bobby Barton, University 
athletic trainer, has announced that . 
senior Jeff Owens has received the 
National Football League's Charities 
Undergraduate Scholarship Award for 
the 1979-80 academic year for being 
named one of the three outstanding 
student trainers in the nation. 
Owens, a 21-year old native of Ft 
Wayne, lnd., who now hails from Villa 
Hills, was presented the award at the 
annual National Ahletic Trainers 
Association meeting and clinical 
symposium in St. Louis. Mo., in June. 
"Jeff was the first student trainer to 
enter the program after I came to 
Eastern in 1976. I am pleased with 
Jeff's accomplishments because this is 
an honor for Jeff as well as our 
university," said Barton. 
The University is currently the only 
state institution with a NATA ac- 
credited program in athletic training 
"I believe it is just fantastic to have 
this kind of student in our program We 
belive our program here is certainly 
one of the best in the country. This 
award speaks well of Dr. Barton's 
efforts and Jeff's abilities.'' said Dr 
Russell Bogue. Dean of the College of 
Health. Physical Education. 
Recreation and Athletics 
The NATA's award cites the student's 
academic achievement and his ability 
as an athletic trainer This is the 30th 
annual award given by the NATA and 
Owens received his scholarship before 
the more than 350 people attending the 
association's student awards banquet. 
"I think I am very fortunate to have 
received this when so many people that 
are very good applied for it," said 
Owens. 'The people I work with here 
are very patient and that helps quite a 
bit Thev sincerely try to answer any 
questions that we might have." 
Owens stated his duties this year will 
be to help coordinate the activities of 
the vounger students in the program 
and "to work with most every sport, 
including practice session for football 
Owens, a 1976 graduate of Crest view 
High School in Convoy. Ohio is a 
physical education and pre-physical 
therapy major and plans to graduate ih 
May of 1981 
He is the son of Mr and Mrs Marvin 
Owens. 2735 Valley Trails. Villa Hills 
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OVC predictions: 
Colonels first, 
Blue Raiders last 
The Ohio Valley Conference, the 
toughest conference in Division 1-AA 
football, prepares this week for its 
first round of intra-conference 
competition. Only the Colonels, who 
travel to East Tennessee, will not 
meet an OVC opponent this 
Saturday. 
The competition for the conference 
crown involves the most intense 
rivalries around. This year should be 
no exception and the old adage about 
any given Saturday will hold 
especially true. 
For the sake of getting in my two 
cents worth. I should like to offer my 
prognostications for the upcoming 
year. (Warning! On last week's 
football contest I was only four for 
t*n. These predictions are approxi- 
mately worth the bird cage which they 
may eventually line.) 
The Predictions: 
Ml'RRAV STATE: Last years 
dark horse, which wound up not even 
making it out of the gate. This year, 
the schedule and the added experience 
on both offense and defense will 
likely reverse the 1978 OVC record of 
1-5. 
Danny Lee Johnson, who rushed 
for 1,217 yards and 12 touchdowns 
last year, makes the Racers a threat to 
score at any time. Whether or not 
head coach Mike Gottfried can find a 
quarterback with enough dexterity to 
hand Johnson the ball is anybody's 
guess. 
The Racers are always tough at 
home, especially against the Colonels 
and with four of the six OVC games 
slated for Stewart Stadium, they will 
find themselves near the top, where 
they should have been last year. 
Predicted order of finish: 2nd. 
AUSTIN PEAV: Vastly underrated. 
The Governors (now the Angry Red 
Men under coach Watson Brown) 
scared a lot of people last year and 
finished with a respectable 6-4 record. 
The Governor defense allowed more 
than two touchdowns only once in 
1978 and led the nation in pass 
defense. 
Returning to further the cause on 
defense will be all-OVC candidates 
Joe Grimsley and Lynn Hailstock, a 
pair of senior defensive backs. The 
front line features Russell Brown 
(250) and Richard Wozniak (230). 
Standing square in the way of the 
Angry Red Men is a schedule which 
offers four of six OVC games on the 
road. However, with some luck on 
the road this team will upset some 
people. Predicted order of finish: 3rd. 
WESTERN: Vastly overrated. This 
team was counting heavily on a 
number of untested newcomers to 
step in and immediately take over on 
defense. The Hilltoppers have given 
up 99 points in two games. Sorry, 
guys. 
To be sure, the 'Toppers look 
strong again on offense with John 
Hall returning at quarterback and 
Eddie Preston at wide receiver. This 
tandem connected for 65 yards per 
game last year. Also returning on 
offense is Nate Jones at tailback. 
However, the defense has already 
proven itself to be about as resilient as 
a soggy red towel. And without Kavin 
McGrath to kick miracle field goals. 
Western may have to find itself 
someone to shoot free throws three 
and a half seconoVafter the game is 
over. Predicted order of finish: 4th. 
TENNESSEE TECH: If this team 
doesn't do well in football, it might 
just give up sports for good. The 
Golden Eagles winged their way to 
dead last in every sport except 
football and basketball in 1978. 
The biggest asset to the Tech team 
never puts on pads. It is Don Wade, 
an excellent head football coach, who 
doubles as athletic director. Wade has 
earned OVC Coach of the Year 
honors three times since 1971 and has 
already made himself into somewhat 
of a legend at Tech. 
On the field, the Eagles feature 
three bonafide scoring threats in 
running back Kevin Tillman, quarter- 
back Milton Jenkins and placekicker 
Wayne      Anderson.       Defensively, 
though, Tech needs help badly. 
Opponents averaged 25 points per 
game in 1978. Four OVC games out 
of six will be on the road for Tech, 
including Eastern, Western and 
Murray. Predicted order of finish: 
5th. 
MOREHEAD: The Eagles pro- 
bably know what the Yankees went 
through when they had to replace 
Babe, Ruth. Phil Simms, the first 
round draft choice of the New York 
Giants, is gone. Simms was the 
OVC's offensive player of the Year in 
1977 and passed for 1,229 yards in 
1978. 
Rookie coach Tom Lichtenberg 
must be looking for some consistency 
in an offense which scored seven 
touchdowns in one game and was 
shutout in another. Tommy Fox will 
likely start at quarterback with 
Marcus Johnson and Dwight Yarn at 
running backs. Defense might be 
strong with Rodney Jefferson and 
Tommy Warren at linebackers, but 
the Eagles will have to battle to stay 
out of the cellar. Predicted order of 
finish: 6th. 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE: Com- 
pletely annihilated by graduation, 
losing 38 lettermen. How on earth can 
this team improye^jvjtta up to eight 
freshmen expected to start on 
defense? 
James "Boots" Donnelly will try to 
pump some life into this sagging 
program, but he might be better off 
squeezing blood out of a turnip. 
Donnelly will get the most out of 
what he has got. but it still won't be 
enough. 
Middle did save a little face in their 
first two losses (20-17 and 31-21) but 
life gets rough in the OVC. A long 
year is in store for the Blue Raiders 
unless things change fast. Predicted 
order of finish: 7th. 
EASTERN: A national power. 
There is lots of talent on this team at 
every position, but the injury bug 
seems to bite the Colonels hard. 
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Defense in general is a strong point; 
the first team hasn't allowed A 
legitimate scoring drive in over 14 
quarters, dating back to last year. 
Head coach Roy Kidd is looking for 
his first nine-win season after six 
eight-win seasons. The Colonels are 
capable of a national championship 
if the offense can stay healthy and 
continue to improve. 
A history of letdowns after the 
annual Western game has dampened 
many a Colonel season; if this year's 
team plays consistantly, there will be 
some fine moments. Predicted order 
of finish: well, I won't say. I don't 
want to be held responsible for 
'jinxing' anyone. Just use your 
deductive powers of reasoning and 
the process of elimination and figure 
it out for yourselves. 
COLONEL CLIPS- 
Colonel noseguard Joe Richard 
was named the OVC Defensive Player 
of the Week for his efforts in the 15-0 
whitewashing of Troy State. 
Richard is the second Colonel in as 
many weeks to earn the honor, 
following linebacker Bob Mclntyre. 
Sue Schaefer rum toward a first place finish in the cross country team's 15-43 
win over Middle Tennessee Schaefer has placed first in both of her team's 
meets this season. 
Schaefer again leads pack 
Runners leave Middle standing 
With improved times from all seven 
runners, the women's cross-country 
team swept Middle Tennessee with a 
perfect 15-43 score last Saturday at 
Arlington. 
Sue Schaefer once again led the 
Colonel attack, completing the course 
in 18 minutes and 37 seconds, over four 
and a half minutes ahead of the fastest 
Blue Raiders runner. 
Paula Gaston finished a strong 
second at 21:18. After her, the next 
three Colonels-Iris Amos. Terry Spears 
and Jean Strait-crossed the finish line 
within seven seconds of each other in 
third, fourth and fifth places, respec- 
tively. 
"Overall, it was a good meet," said 
head coach Sandy Martin. "Everybody 
cut their times from last week." 
Martin added that Middle is a team 
made up of mostly beginners, but that 
the win was helpful to the young Colonel 
team, anyway. 
"The only thing that I asked for was 
for them to take at least 30 seconds off 
ot their times." she said, noting that 
most of the runners did this. 
The meet was originally scheduled to 
include Tennessee Tech and Van- 
derbilt. but both of these teams can- 
celled, leaving the dual meet 
Netters smash Cardinals 
The women's tennis team started its 
season off right with an 8-1 victory over 
the Louisville Cardinals last Saturday 
"The girls really did a good job." 
commented Tudi Hayes, graduate 
assistant. 
The team travels today to Murray, 
where they will play Southern Illinois 
Universitv  of Edwardsville   Then on 
FYiday. they will travel to Carbondale, 
Illinois and meet Southern Illinois 
I'ntversity. Kastern Illinois and Illinois 
State 
Right now. the women are also 
looking ahead to the fall state meet, 
which will be hosted here Oct   26-27 
The team finished second last season 
to the I'm versify of Kentucky 
onday 
adnessl 
Mondays only... 
With the coupon below get 
$2.00 off any large 2 or 
more item pizza. 
Offer good every Monday 
thru 10/1/79 
It's madness! 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119 S.Collins 
Phone: 029-7724 
Our drivers leave the 
store with less than $10. 
We reserve the right 
to limit our delivery area. 
Prices subject to 
sales tax. 
•Copyright 1979 
Looking for a place that you 
can count on for a good haircut? 
Bobby Jack's 
Style Shop 
No Appointment Necessary.   1507 East Main 
Bring In this Ad For A Free Shampoo 
Hours:   Tuas. - Fri.   10 am - 6 pm    Sat.   8 am - 12 noon 
15 
Off any large 2 or more 
item pizza - Monday 
One coupon per pizza. 
Expires: 10/1/79 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119 S. Collins 
Phone: •22-7724 
. ! I I 
We have a thousand ways 
for you to look great 
TINDER - KRAUSS -TINDER 
Complete Optical Service 
Since 1923 
LEXff^TON/DANVn.LE/FRANK»*ORT 
RlCMMONO/MOflEHEAD/MAYSVILLE 
/ 
\ 
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Corrao is newest addition to Kidd's staff Scoreboard- 
By STEVE FLETCHER 
SUff Writer 
Nearly a year ago. Pete Corrao, the 
University's newest football coach, was 
preparing his University of Dayton 
team for its game against the Colonels. 
Corrao (pronounced cor-RAY-oh) 
was then a first-year assistant to UD, 
having spent a year coaching at 
DeCater Central High School in In- 
diana. And as is so often the case, 
Corrao was a player before becoming a 
coach. 
"I started for four years at Hanover 
Southern College (Ind.)," said Corrao. 
who played center. "Our team played 
in two NAIA national championship 
gamea." 
His coach at Hanover was Rick 
Carter, who was to become head coach 
at Dayton in 1977. Corrao followed suit 
in 1978 to coach Dayton's receivers. 
That year, the Flyers went on to a 9-2-1 
record and appeared in the NCAA 
Division III national playoffs. 
But one of those losses came at the 
hands.of the Colonels 
"We knew it would be close, like it 
ended up," said Corrao of the 17-16 
outcome. 
Going into the game, Corrao was 
wary of the University's potency in 
offense and defense. 
"Our kids were scared to death of 
(noseguard) Joe Richard," said 
Corrao, who also showed his Dayton- 
players films of the Colonels to better 
illustrate their own trap-block 
technique. 
"I'll tell you," he continued, "we had 
a lot of respect for Eastern Kentucky." 
And evidently. Coach Kidd felt the 
same way about Corrao, hiring him 
over the summer to replace receiver 
coach Ned Ashton, who had left to 
coach elsewhere. 
There are some significant dif- 
ferences in environment between the 
two schools, according to Corrao. 
"It's a lot bigger school," he said of 
Eastern. "The lean is closer, the 
coaching staff is closer. And the kids 
here really work hard." 
The last is a key sentence. It 
especially applies to Corrao's players, 
the wide receivers and tight ends. Ttus 
group does drill after drill, catching 
pass after pass, driven by Corrao's 
perpetual soundtrack: ". . . look it in, 
look it in . . . c'mon, Prentis, stay with 
H!... good catch, SUPER!.. " 
Corrao said the receivers here are 
"the best in Division I-AA - IF they 
continue to work hard." Naturally. 
One Colonel receiver, Jerry Parrish. 
a sophomore split-end from Auburn- 
dale, Fla., said. "He's a very emotional 
coach," adding that Ashton was more 
"easy-going." 
Corrao takes the latter approach off 
the field. In his Mattox Hall apartment 
room in which he resides as the dorm's 
director, Corrao is relaxed with his wife 
of two years, Suzanne, as he ponders his 
future. 
"I just take it one day at a time," he 
said. "I want to keep on coaching here. 
Eventually, I'd like to be a college head 
coach " 
He repeated: "I really like it here." 
And as Corrao spoke - in view of his 
location and post of a year ago - you 
couldn't help but remember that old 
adage. 
"If you can't beat 'em . . ." 
Volleyball team falls to UK 
By DENISE LARSON 
SUff Writer 
The v, omens' volleyball team 
dropped its record to f - 1 in the 
conference (1-2 overall) when they lost 
to UK Friday in four games. 0-15. 15-12, 
2-15. 7-15. 
"We were not serving or blocking 
tough enough." said Dr. Geri Polvino. 
head coach "We couldn't generate the 
points but instead kept turning them 
over." 
According to Polvino it's the defense 
that needs the work, "we're a good 
young team: we just need a few more 
competitions to stabilize." 
One highlight of the evening came 
from Senior Sharon Renners. whose 
tough serving gave the team a 15-12 
second game victory. 
In this game Polvino commented, 
• "We had good blocks which caused UK 
to make net errors." 
"We have good team spirit, we work 
hard and show a lot of support for each 
other." said Polvino, adding that a lot 
of the spirit is generated by her two 
seniors, Nancy Wingate and Renners 
The women will host a 16 team, seven 
state, invitational Sept 28-29. 
Polvino said. "We're a good hitting 
team, powerful, and the remainder of 
the season looks very good." 
Flag football underway 
. Flag football is in its third week 
Itici-s for the two playoff spots in each 
league are already tightening up. Every 
league still has at least one team un- 
defeated. 
league A has two undefeated teams 
in the Animals and Nads. Pit and 
Spiveys both sport 1-0 records in league 
H. I .ramie C has Crushed Ice and 
(inlden Hears both 2-0 KI .<' and Apathy 
lead league Dwith identical 2-0 records 
Ihusing learns are deadlocked in 
Iheir two leagues  league I sees Flyin 
5th with a 2-0 mark with Dragons and 
Hikes still in contention with 1-0 
records H H.B and Wasted Time are 
both 2-0 In league J. 
Women leagues. V and W both see 
three learns lied with 1-0 records. In 
league V Dead End Kids. Jokers Wild 
and .) V.'s are all tied as are Hotshots, 
Kuckeyes and Moonies in league W 
Fraternity action finds Phi l)elts. KA 
and the Betas all tied for league F's 
crown Sigma Pi, Pikes and Sigma Chi 
are all undefeated in league (1 action 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Football 
Sept     22    EKU    at    East    TtnmllM. 
Memorial Cantac. 7:30 p.m. 
Other OVC Contain 
I all Sapt. 221 
Middle Tanneaeea at Morehead St. 
Tennessee Tach at Murray 
Western Ky  at Austin Peay 
Men's Cross-country 
Sapt   22  EKU  at  Kentucky  Invitational, 
Lexington       -»- 
Woman's Croaa-country 
Sept   22  EKU  at  Kentucky  Invitational. 
Lexington 
Women's Tennis 
Sept   20  EKU  va   Southern   Illinois Ed 
waidsviiie. at Murray. 3 p.m. 
Sapt.  21-22  Eaatern  Illinois.  Illinois  St.. 
Memphis St.. EKU at Southern 
Illinois Carbondale. at Carbondale.  IH.. 3 
p.m. 
Sept  26 EKU at Morehead St.. 3 p.m. 
Women's Field Hockey 
Sept. 22 Ball State at EKU. Hood Field. 1 
p.m. 
Sept. 25 LouiaviHe at EKU. Hood Field, 
4 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball 
Sept. 22 Ohio St.. Mt. St. Joseph. EKU at 
Northern Kentucky, at Highland Heights 
Man'a Golf 
Sept. 21 22 EKU at Murray Invitational, at 
Murray 
LASTWEEK'S RESULTS 
Football lall games Sept. 151 
I   EKU 15. Troy State 0 
Other Game* 
Akron 15. Kant State 13 
Lamar 58. Waatarn Ky 27 
Morehead 14. Kentucky St  7 
Northern Illinois 21, East Tennessee 14 
SE Louisiana 19. Murray 11 
Tennessee Tech 21. Cameron St  6 
UT-Martin 31. Middle Tennessee 21 
OVC Standings   AH Games 
W 
Austin Peay 2 
Eastern              s 2 
Morehead St 1 
Murray St. 1 
Tennessee Tech 1 
Middle Tennessee 0 
Western Ky 0 
Pts  Opp 
44      13 
32 
14 
56 
28 
38 
14 
7 
54 
30 
51 
55      99 
National Division l-AA Standings 
1 Jackson State 
2 Florida A & M 
3 Grambling 
4. New Hampshire 
5 Eastern Ky. 
6 Northern Arizona 
7 Lafayette 
8 Austin Peay 
9 Boston U 
9   tiei Neveda Reno 
Women's Cross-country 
Sept   15 EKU 15. Middle Tennessee 43 
Women's Tennis 
Sept   15 EKU 8. Louisville 1 
Women's Field Hockey 
Sept. 15 EKU 0. Miami 10.1 0 Itvjl 
Woman's Volleyball 
Sept  14 University of Kentucky del  EKU. 
15 0. 12 15. 15 2. 15-7 
Sept  19 Marshall at EKU. 7 p.m 
One Stop Shopping 
Diamonds 
14 K   Cold 
Name Brand Watches, 
Silver & Crystal 
Brass & Oriental 
Accessories 
Baby Gifts 
Music & Jewelry Boxes 
We Do All Types of Engraving 
One Name Free With Purchase. 
All Jewelry Bepair Done 
In Store 24 Hour Service. 
Free Sizing With Pruchase 
Of Bings 
Free Gift Wrapping/Encloser Card 
(Sent JRajj Jefoelers 
205 West Main 
Richmond. KY 40475 
9-5 M.-Th. 9-6:30 Fri. 9-5 Sat. 
W&S&%L 
wwrnz- 
^a£& Spath****' 1 aa/u'*mA> Ifou'lt/amf, 
THE HUNT 
ISCN. 
McDonald's 
485 Eastern By-Pass 
Richmond 
/        JUNIOR SHIRTS 
Famous maker Junior shirts. 
Pretty prints, stripes 
and colors. Reg. 14 99 
799 
FASHION BIG TOP§ 
Top off all your skirts & pants 
with stylish Jr  & Missy   Q99 
big tops Reg. 15" 8 
MISSY & JR. SWEATERS 
Many styles ot Missy 
sweaters       f^gg 
Reg. 22' 
Junior pullover 
sweaters     f\ Q Q 
Reg. 22« 8! 
Exchange Classified Ads 
Pate 14 
BELTED PANTS 
Polyester gabardine 
Jr  & Missy pants with    Q99 
fancy belts. Reg. 19" N7 
FASHION SKIRTS 
This season's latest style belted 
Jr. & Missy fashion 09 9 
skirts. Reg. 18",        *7 
DENIM JEANS 
Straight leg & modified 
flare wiui back pocket     Q99 
treatment   Reg. 19"    O 
Indian Trail   Praaton Highway • Eaalland Centar - Bard.town Road • Hikaa Point Plaza - Tayloravllla Road 
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Television approaches 
maturity with more 
:£»'<.. v 
worthwhile programs 
i be possible ihai television 
"coming ol age.'" as ihe> 
Could 
is t'inallv 
a\ ' 
li «ccms ihe popular pastime of 
Amenta ma\ he progressing bcxoiul 
ihe simple occupier of lime for 
millions ol blank laces and minds 
sitting before millions ol blaring sets. 
following in ihe footsteps of 
educational television, the major 
networks are now presenting pro- 
erams ihai admit their audience has 
some intelligence and is concerned 
about more than being mundaneh 
entertained 
\fter years ol "()//ie and Harriet" 
and '"Father Knows Best" ihe 
American public was understandably 
ready and eager for such length) 
programs as "Roots" and "Holo- 
caust "" Hoih struck very raw 
intellectual nerves on the national and 
intetnational level. 
Television seems 10 be emerging 
irom us protected cocoon of fantasy 
and unreality b> presenting shows 
that admil to such forbidden topics in 
ihe world of light-hearted laughter as 
prostitution. runaways.      racial 
conflicts,     war,     murder,     teenage 
pregnancies and abortions. 
TV is even acknowledging the fact 
thai the jobs portrayed in the 
programs are not wholly accurate. A 
prime example ot the transition is the 
development of ihe character Lou 
(Irani from ihe Mary Tyler Moore 
Show 10 his own show. The feeling of 
the original MTM show is that all the 
problems of ihe hectic newsroom 
work out to the stars' advantage while 
"I ou Grant'" admits that lile does 
have bad points such as the murders, 
robberies and corruption Gram's 
staff encounters - things that happen 
in real life and cannot be changed by 
a well-placed, well-written joke. 
"Portraits of" made for TV 
movies arc becoming increasingly 
popular. They feature the "portraits 
of such people as runaways, street 
kids and teenage prostitutes and 
headed the move toward realistic and 
intellectual programing 
Although II uses abundant humor 
"Different strokes'' attacks a'more 
serious problem than most comedies - 
the cohabitation of races. 
Aiimg this fall will be a novel new 
program    -    "Sex   and   the   Single 
on 
"Mork and Mindy?" 
'Love For Lydia'   debutes Sunday 
riir   91*11 - may not have set off quite 
Parent" for which only time will tell 
the worth bui at least it seems to 
admit to the prevalence of such 
situations. 
Even commercials are improving in 
their quality and their intellectual 
standards. Several years ago the 
material presented in a' commercial 
was planned on the sixth grade level 
but now many statistics presented in 
the commercials are challenging to 
the college trained mind. 
Some networks are now even 
presenting commercial specials on the 
"intelligent way to watch TV" which 
are designed 10 help the viewer. 
Just this weekend TV attacked the 
original and developing problem of 
middle-age pregnancies of unwed 
women with "The Tenth Month." 
Carol Burnett shed her humorous 
trappings and did a senstional job in 
one of the shows that the TV industry 
is using to establish a truce with 
intelligent viewers. 
"One small step" is a start but TV 
has a long way to go but we hope it 
doesn't carry it too far and take away-* 1™   ,■ Uun(?n' ■ multi-talented classic guitarist,  performed for an ap- 
all the old favorites. After all. where  ••£**■■«■"«' »«**nce Monday nigh, in Brock Auditorium ,P„„,0 bv Sl,v, 
would   Sunday   nights   be   without 
Duncan pleases quietly 
the whirlwind n( social change in (ireal 
I'.ri'.nn th.ii they did in America." says 
M.i-vr;.    rheatre'   host   Alistair 
1
 mike .is he introduces I-ove Kor 
I A ill.i debuting i>n KKT Sunday. Sept 
.'.". ill 'i p m 
"Hut I was there and I can tell you 
ihat th<-: ransatlantic mores had a Ionic 
effect on 'he middle and even the lower 
middle i lass young And lernlied our 
parents     adds i noki 
The 1-' episode series inspired by ihe 
wi rks nl H E Kate* will be repeated 
with captions lor 'he hearing-impaired 
i   sundav- at noon 
DIAL 
-BIBLE 
MOMENT 
624-2427 
American dance music arrived in 
Kngland as a kind of invasion with I'aul 
Whileman s band.''  ('fluke recollects 
It was the delight of the young, but Ihe 
despair ol I heir parents Judges used to 
regularly pronounce the coming of the 
end of the British Kmpire to the wail of 
tlie saxophone " 
The invasion ol the new lifestyle with 
its syncopated tempo was not confined 
in Kngland's i>ig Pities li found its way 
into the rural areas like Kvensford. 
Hates fictional name for Ihe Nor- 
thamptonshire lown where he grew 
up. and locale lor "Love Kor l.ydia " 
"K\'en in the small towns like this vou'd 
lind young people solemnly learning to 
oYf something mysterious called the 
I'lack Bottom." Cooke remembers 
Lydia, played by Mel Martin, is 
anything hut solemn A beautiful young 
girl suddenly released from a sheltered 
home into the Koaring Twenties, Lydia 
is desperate for experience In the 
coarse of pursuing it. she ensnares the 
hearts of four young men traumatized 
bv "Love For Lydia " 
Trie first episode of "I»ve For Lydia" 
on Sept 23 nans 90 minutes. The 
remaining It are one-hour segments in 
ihe standard format of "Masterpiece 
Theatre." 
K\ IH-Jlllll  VMI I I VMS 
Staff Writer 
Quiet and uncomplicated was Ihe 
performance given by classical 
guitarist Charles Duncan, Monday 
evening at Brock Auditorium 
A coffeehouse atmosphere prevailed 
over Ihe small audience as Duncan 
plucked, from his Kamirez guitar, a 
unique sound, intense, yet beautifully 
simple 
liuncan. whose effortless and 
unassuming style is rapidly becoming 
popular on Ihe classical guitar circuit, 
displayed Ihe talent of a true master in 
a diverse range of musical composition, 
both classical and popular 
Among  those compositions   were 
"Variations on a Theme of Mozarts." 
"Homage to Joblin." "(ireensleeves" 
and an encore performance of '•Theme 
from a Man and a Woman." 
Ureatly influenced in Ihe art of 
Spanish music. IXincan has studied 
classical guitar under the master. 
Seaovia and guitarist Jose Tomas He 
ha*been affiliated with the Kastman 
School of Music and currently serves on 
ihe music faculty of both f-jnory and 
Mercer fniversities 
Uinr.ii. has written several articles 
on guitar technique and a book. "The 
Art of Classical fiuitar Playing " Ms 
first album. "Four Centuries of Music 
for Flute and riuilar." was released in 
January 
• weddings 
• graduation 
• portraits 
•passports 
•gifts 
• composites 
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•instant 
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<J 
Jim's Lock and 
Key Service 
Locks - Keys 
Safes - Re-keying 
// you're locked out of 
your car we can make 
a new key, even ff 
they're lost. 
24 hr. service 
211 Geri Lane 624-1371 
JIM'S        &:J7% 
PAWN 
SHOP 
MONEY 
TO LOAN 
On Anything Of Value 
•Buy •Sell 
•Sell "Pawn 
South 3rd   Bus Station 
BEAT THE HIGH 
COST OF LIVING 
-HAVE THOSE 
SHOES REPAIRED 
COLEMAN'S 
SHOE SERVICE 
Downtown S  2nd Si. 
Under Jett 8> Hall 
SUPER SYSTEM, 
SUPER PRICE. 
Reach a new high in stereo for a new low in price. 
KP-8005 In-dash cassette with AM/FM stereo. 
Supcrtuner.' Muting switch.Stereo/mono switch. 
fj-station pre-set pushbutton tuning. lacking fast 
fi irward and rewind. Automatic replay. One year 
limited warranty parts and labor. 
TS-165 6,/2wdoor-mount 
speakers. 20-oz. magnet. 
G -axial 2-way speaker. 
2"rweeter. High-compli- 
ance woofer. 20 watts 
power handling. 
'229.95 
^DRIOIMEER 
Outhouse Electronics 
717 Big Hill 
Phent 623-7 135 
^1 f 
SERVICE DIRECTORY 
People That Can Help 
Richmond T.V. & Appliance 
Canter 
We service all brsnds of color TV's 
radios and stereos " Toshiba T V a and 
Tanglewood stereo's 
Larry Meig Ph 623 8849 
Manager 227 W Irvina Richmond 
Richmond T.V. & Appliance Center 
"We sell radios and TV's but we • peclalize In service. Come in 
and cheek out our low price* on Toshiba TVt and Tanglewooda 
stereos." 
Campus Cleaners 
Studant pneaa Quality laundry and 
cleaning  Located in the Powe* 
building 
Ph 822 6139 
Barger's Exxon 
Quick Service, Tic* Salea. Dependable 
Towing Service "We'll come out and 
aian your car." 
EKU By Pan Ph 823 9711 
Richmond. Ky 
Hamm'j Gulf 
24 Hr. Wrecker Service 
Student Checks 
EKU By Pan University Plaza 
Richmond  Ky. Ph 823 0604 
Watson's T.V. Service 
Service on most make* and models 
"We sell Zenrth and Quasar 
312 W Irvine St Ph. 623-3272 
Richmond. Ky. 
Pro Muffler & Tire Center 
Quick repairs, competitive prices 
Goodyear Tires 
"We accept Msster Charge and Visa 
Open 8 5 Ph 624 2100 
E. Main Er Hallie Irvine Richmond 
Sammy's Tire Service Center 
Wrecker Service 
Main Street 
Richmond. Ky. 
Roberta's Fabric Shop 
All K.ndaol Material 
Roberta D  Oeaton 216 E. Main St. 
623 0663 Richmond. KY 
Barger's Sunoco 
Tune upe, tires, bstterres 
24 Hr  Wrecker Service 
OH the Eastern By Pass 
Richmond. Ky. Ph 823-5189 
Rick's Chevron 
All types of Mechanic work done 
Check our prices on lira* and batter tee. 
Eaatern By Paee by Holiday Inn 
Phone 623 6026 
Terrorist 
documentary 
broadcast 
Evidence linking Russian training to 
rous terrorist activities is revealed 
i hair-hour documentary, "The 
Russian Connection," on Tuesday. 
Sept. 25. al 10 p.m. on KET 
The program contains the first public 
admissions by international terrorist 
group's of their training in the Soviet 
Union and lists the names and places of 
the KGB camps where the training took 
place 
The 1978 death of American 
photographer Gail Rubin on an Israeli 
beach starts the web of connections 
unraveling that links the U.S.S.R., East 
Germany. Syria and Lebanon to the 
training of PL0 officers and other 
terrorist groups 
The program repeats on Sunday. 
Sept 30. at 230 p.m. on KET, the 
Kentucky Network. 
Stokes 
guests on 
Tike It Is9 
Ohio Congressman Louis B. Stokes is 
Ihe first of 13 guests from the fields of 
politics, education, civil rights, acting 
and writing to appear on the new public 
affairs series. "Like II Is." which 
premieres on KET. Friday. Sept. 21 at 
1030 pm 
The premiere program in the series 
features Congressman Stokes 
discussing his role as chairman of the 
House investigation into the deaths of 
President John F Kennedy and Martin 
Luther King. Jr.. as well as the in- 
vestigation itself 
Guests on "Like It Is" talk about 
their work and their lives within and 
without a minontv context 
Wilson 
to speak 
Sir Harold Wilson, who served as 
lYime Minister of (ireal Britain from 
1984 to 1976. will make a lecture ap- 
pearance at the University at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday. Sept 23 The lecture will be 
held in Hiram Brock Auditorium and is 
free to the public as part of the Kincaid 
lecture Series 
Wilson will speak about international 
affairs Involving the United States and 
other major nations and will reflect on 
his place in the Twentieth Century 
political history of Great Britain 
Exchange 
Classified Ads 
It's Easy 
Call or Come To 
The Progress Office 
4th Floor Jones Bldg. 
622-1629 
Efficiency Apartment' Next to University. 
Furnished, all utilities paid 1175 Csll 
623 7943 
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES' Send II 00 
for your 306 page catalog ot collegiate 
research 10.250 topics listed Bos 
25097G, Los Angeles, California. 90026 
12131 477 8226 
EASY EXTRA INCOME! $500/1.000 
Stuffing envelopes - Guaranteed. Send 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to 
DEXTER ENTERPRISES, 3039 Shrine 
PL. La.. LA  90007 
1970 OLDSMOBILE 442. 350 engine, 
excellent condition Must tell soon Call 
between 6 and 9:30 p.m. 4127. 
WANTED ■■ Responsible Junior. 
Senior, or Graduate Student interested in 
restaurant management lor training 
position Requires evening and weekend 
hours. For further information call 
623 6006 
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE 
Spinet-Console Piano 
WANTED Responsible psrty to take over 
low monthly peyments on spinet piano. 
Can be aeen locally. Write credit manager 
P 0  Box M7. JShelbyvrlle Jnd_46176_ 
FOR SALE Canon 36 mm with 60 mm F 
1.8 135 mm F 2.8 Telephoto, 3 filters and 
lens case ^25 3286  Ask^for^helia. 
MENIWOMENI 
JOBSI 
CRUISE SHIPSI YACHTSI No expen 
ence. Good Peyl Europel Auetrekal So 
Amef. Worldl Send S4.95 for APPLICA- 
TION/INFO/REFERRALS to CRUISE 
WORLD 112 Box 60129. Saclo Ca 
95860 
Direct 
Communication 
With Other 
Students 
P.*. 15/Voi. M/No. B 
Th« Emtmm Profraas 
Thurwtoy. S«Mnb« 20. 1979 
Center board 
presents 
ballet company 
By KATHIE STAMPS 
Staff Writer 
Compliments of (he Student Cen- 
terboard. the LouitviUe Ballet Com- 
pany will perform in Brock Auditorium 
this Tuesday, Sept. 25 at 8 p.m. 
This noted company, sponsored by 
me Kentucky Dance Council, was 
rounded in 1952 At that time, they 
employed guest artistic directors and 
choreographers temporarily for each 
production, until 1965, when a full-time 
resident artistic director was hired. 
Today, the company employs guest 
dancers. including        Mikhail 
Baryshnikov, Patricia McBride, and 
Cynthia Gregory. Their permanent 
staff includes six production people and 
M dancers. 
Through the years, the  Louisville 
Ballet Company has continued to 
develop its repertoire and touring 
season. Its subscription base has in- 
creased from 4300 patrons last year, to 
over 7000 people this year. 
The University should feel 
priveleged to have this reputable 
ballet perform here. Let's give them a 
warm welcome Tuesday. Here's what 
you'll find on the program, and there 
are a couple of nice surprises: 
SCHUMANN QUARTET, a neo- 
classic ballet 
BONNIE'S BLUES, songs written by 
Randy Newman and Mose Allison, sung 
by Bonnie Raitt 
LIFELINE, a contemporary dance 
CONNOTATIONS, by Tchaikovsky, 
including Swan Lake 
AURORA'S WEDDING, also by 
Tchaikovsky, the classic tale of 
Sleeping Beauty. 
NAACP convention Gospel Extravaganza airs 
Gospel musk has had a great in- 
fluence on American jazz and popular 
music On Sunday. Sept. 23 at 7 p.m., 
KET airs a 60-minute special on this 
unique musical form entitled "NAACP 
Gospel Extravaganza." 
The program, taped before a live 
audience at the Louisville Convention 
Center, consists of highlights of the 
music service that opened the annual 
NAACP Convention held earlier this 
year 
Soloists Bessie Griffin Jackson and 
Oris Mayes are featured along with the 
Afnka n Heritage Choir in the hour-long 
concert of soul stirring music. 
"NAACP Gospel Extravaganza" is a 
KET production. 
The Louisville Ballet Company, which will be appearing in 
Brock Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tuesday. Sept. 25, performs 
"Symphonic Variations" with Kay Nickens. Kurt Putzig and 
Ensemble. The music is by Dvorak, the choregography and 
costumes by Alun Jones and the lighting by Michael T. Ford. 
Ph.no by David S.  Talbott) 
'When You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?9 opens season 
By STEVEN D.LYONS 
Staff Writer 
The University opens its theater 
season Oct. 3. 4, 5 and 6, with "When 
You Comin' Back Red Ryder?" under 
the direction of Dr. Jay Fields 
The stage is set by author Mark 
Medoff 
The date is June 1868 
America is still trying to deal with 
three assassinations, of leaders - John 
F Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Abroad Vietnam is raging - thousands 
of young American men are being 
killed over a "conflict." On home soil 
the college campuses riot as more 
young people are being shot during the 
Kent State incident. 
It is a play of the times   A play 
written when a country such as ours 
had nothing for which to look forward 
The country was upside down with 
corruption and the American hero was 
dead to a whole generation of young 
people 
"We wanted to open the season with a 
play for the young people We wanted 
something that would attract a young 
audience but we also wanted something 
that would relate a message to them," 
explained Fields. 
The play deals on two levels, one. the 
environment or the time in which it 
takes place. And secondly, it deals with 
the theme of truth. 
The play takes place in a diner in New 
Mexico Life goes smoothly in the small 
town until one day a man by the name 
of Teddy drops by the diner. 
"At that instance the diner becomes a 
microcosm of the whole United Mates. 
The diner actually represents America 
and all the craziness that is taking 
place at the time." said Fields. 
In the play each character is sub- 
jected to sdme truth about themselves 
and they each have the alternative as to 
accepting or rejecting it 
'The play is 
a piece of 
recreative art.' 
After the characters are exposed to 
the truth they either change or they 
don't 
"Teddy is the catalyst. He acts rather 
than reacts. In his psychotic fit, he 
unveils everyone in the whole diner for 
what they actually are." explains 
Melds 
The play is full of vulgar language 
and has some obscene gestures. 
"However, if one can come to overlook 
the vulgarity and obscenity there is a 
message Matter of fact, a very deep 
and meaningful message." said Fields 
"The play is not for the easily of- 
fended," stressed Fields. 
The theme of the play is tha\, there 
Wjs, at that time, no more American 
heroes. 
Even without all the analysis the play 
would hold up because it is a 
melodramatic suspenseful tale of the 
interaction between people. 
Mark Medoff, ihe play's author, is 
an Knglish professor at a New Mexico 
university He is also the author of "The 
Wager " 
Dr Jay Fields, the play"s director, 
received his II.A. from West Liberty 
College in West Virginia, his first M.A. 
from West Virginia University, his 
second M.A. from Central Michigan 
University and his PhD from Kent 
State University 
"The play is a piece of recreative art. 
We don'l necessarily believe that they 
are the characters or believe in what 
the characters do or say. A play is a 
piece of art.'" said Fields. 
"When You Comin' Back. Red 
Ryder?" by Mark Medoff, directed by 
Jay Fields, opens Oct 3 at 7:30 p.m in 
the Gilford Theatre It is intended for 
mature audiences only 
Gospel 
Ensemble 
expands 
By JACKIE B All HOI H 
Staff Writer 
The University Gospel Ensemble is 
bigger and better than ever this year 
The purpose of the Ensemble is to 
provide an outlet of activities and to 
promote and serve the brotherhood of 
all mankind, to disseminate and 
maintain the tradition of Black 
religious music; and to provide an 
opportunity for college students to 
share and enjoy religious experiences, 
through singing at a college level. 
Under new direction this year the 
Knsemble is very pleased to present 
Henry Lewis Parker Jr. from Dayton, 
Ohio Parker is presently a music 
major at the University. He has been 
under the direction of Dr. R.M Sim- 
mons, formerly a faculty member here 
in the education department He has 
attended several gospel workshops and 
has previously attended Sinclair 
Community College 
This year the Ensemble is being led 
by two very dependable people. Terry 
Taylor, a sophomore from Camp 
bellsville and Sherre Smith, a special 
education major from Louisville. Terry 
Bailey is the treasurer this year. An 
accounting major. Bailey is a member 
of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. The 
secretaries are Diedre Henry and 
Denita Davis, both business majors 
The Ensemble hopes to do more 
traveling this year. Try-outs were held 
this past week to gain new members. If 
you are interested in traveling with the 
Knsemble this year contact any En- 
semble member. 
The Ensemble is ready to go new 
places and see new faces. They have a 
different style of music and accept 
anyone regardless of race or religion 
They are seeking the support of 
everyone this year. 
Theater 
auditions 
announced 
Auditions for the second major 
production of the University Theater. 
"Royal Gambit" will be held Monday. 
Sept 24 at 3:30 and 7:30 and Tuesday. 
Sept 25 at 7:30 in Campbell 127 The 
Production planned for Nov 14-17 will 
begin rehearsal October 9. 
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Men's Interdorm tables 
constitution 
K% ItKAMIH.T 
Staff Writer 
The University Men's Interdormitory 
Board labled its constitution Tuesday 
night in preparation for an Oct. 2 vote 
on proposed constitutional amend- 
ments The additions to the constitution 
would include changes in the election 
process for the mlerdormitory's 
executive council. resident 
representation and the name of the 
organization 
Interdorm ('resident Wayne Bartley 
said that if the new amendments are 
instituted, the interdorm executive 
council would he elected by hall 
residents instead of being chosen by the 
house council Itepresentatives will 
continue to he elected by house council 
members 
Also included in the amendments is 
an article specifying that each dor- 
mitory will be limited to three 
representatives and the house council 
president This would eliminate im- 
balances in the numbers of represen- 
tatives each dormitory would be 
allowed to have. Currently one 
representative is chosen for every 200 
residents of the dormitories, allowing 
the residence halls with many oc- 
cupants to have more representative on 
the interdorm board than the smaller 
halls 
The last proposal under consideration 
would call for a change in the name of 
the organization from "Men's In- 
terdormitory Board" to "Men's 
Residence Hall Association." 
Parlimentary procedure regulations 
was the reason the constitution was 
tabled  at   the  meeting,  Bartley  ex- 
plained, as there must be a two 
period between the proposal of any 
constitutional changes and the time of 
the voting, with the added requirement 
that the constitution be tabled during 
this time period 
During the interdorm meeting the 
members also discussed extending 
unlocked lobby hours for the dor- 
mitories, researching possible ex- 
tended open house periods and 
establishing a constitutional com- 
mittee 
Also discussed was the upcoming 
Ohio Valley Conference Resident Hall 
Government meeting to be held at 
Western Kentucky University as well as 
the possibility of establishing an 
election committee to make proposals 
to t he board for a new vice president for 
the interdorm group The board also 
began work on a Halloween bash. 
Political party organizing 
in \I\HY KHSTRR 
Miifl Writer 
The Libertarian Party, the nation's 
third largest political party, will soon 
make it> debut mi this campus 
The ports is in the "process of 
(TK.iiii/ir.i right now." according to 
Havid (■ alley vice chairman of the 
state part) "It's iust a matter of find 
ing some students willing to do it." 
tiailey saui 
The Libertarian Party maintains that 
"individual Freedom is the principle 
issue it's what the party is based an," 
according to (iailej "We certainly 
aren't  right m   U'lt    We're more con- 
sistent with party principles than the 
democratic or Republican parties, who 
favor certain special interest groups 
No one should be getting any special 
favors from the government." said 
Galley 
A piece of party literature identifies 
the principles of the party as the right 
to life, the right to liberty of speech and 
action and the right to property The 
party has taken stands on issues. They 
are against gun control, against the 
draft i which Gailey describes as 
"involuntary servitude"l. pro ERA and 
pro abortion 
The party has nominated Edward 
(lark of California and David Koch of 
New York as their presidential and vice 
presidential candidates for November. 
MM Gailey says the party is on a 
statewide petitioning campaign right 
now in order to appear on the 
presidential ballot in Kentucky. 
So far. the Libertarians have 
organized the Students for Libertarian 
Society ' Sl.Si on the Centre College 
campus at  Danville Mug shot 
The class pattern that appears in the 
Sept 17 issue of FYI is incorrect It 
' should be a MWF pattern 
In an attempt to capture just the right expression from a 
I'niversity coed. Yearbook Associates' photographer Jim 
Harnhart"gestures with his hand, as if to say, "Just a teeny 
bit more this way. please " Milestone portraits will be taken 
until October in the Powell Building, (photoby Scott Adams) 
Elections set for Tuesday Ellendale offers understanding 
(continued from page I 1 
>ktural and  Mathematical Sciences 
Donme P   Mc'racken 
Education 
Marianne Join's 
Marv Kemper 
Kelly Mies    - 
Felicia Williams 
Social and  Rehat (trial Silences 
Helen Palmer Ball 
Michael Behler ♦ 
Karen Chrisman 
Billy Mitchell 
Business 
Tim Adkins 
Thomas R Anderson 
William Bach 
Charles M  Floyd 
Valeria Gianopulos 
Mark Hester 
Brian E Jones 
John B   Litsey 
Russel Lykes 
Sam Martin 
Patrick J   (l'Dnnnell 
Linda Pierce 
Marsha G   Royalty 
Andy Stewart 
Melinda Wise 
Arts and Humanities 
Maria Domenech 
Sheri Mefford f 
Debbie Ram bo 
Bj LISA lit BBKKT 
Staff Writer 
"I like you just the way you are " 
That s what you'll hear from the five 
member staff of Ellendale Hall 
In mythical references. Ellendale has 
been known as a place for serious 
mental problems, even as a "nut 
house " However, during its nine year 
history, the counseling center has 
continuously proved these myths un 
true Dr Calvin Tolar. director of 
counseling services at Ellendale. 
emphasized this by staling. "This is not 
a nut house Most students have normal 
adjustment problems such as 
homesickness or problems with 
roommates or classes Only 20 percent 
of the students who go to the hall are 
referred by teachers and a mere two 
percent proceed to seek further 
professional help" 
Basically, the center deals with 
career choice problems and normal 
adjustment problems Nevertheless. 
any issue Important to the individual, 
no matter how seemingly small, is a 
welcome    topic    of    discussion     The 
counselors understand these needs and 
are ready and willing to talk about 
them No item is considered a waste of 
lime and all sessions are kept com- 
pletely confidential 
Two extended sessions are offered for 
one hour credit In Career Counseling 
iGCS 199). students explore themselves 
and the world of work to gain insight on 
career choice Interpersonal Ef- 
fectiveness Seminars iGCS 1981 
enables students to participate in ex- 
cercises designed to build self- 
confidence 
University Center Board Presentations T 
Symphonic Variations 
I 
:' 
Louisville Ballet 
Tuesday 8:00 September 25th 
BROCK AUDITORIUM 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
A Kincaid Lecture Series 
Sir Harold Wilson 
Sunday, September 23, 7:30 
BROCK AUDITORIUM 
 OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
HOMECOMING 
Deadling for 
Homecoming 
QueenCandidates 
Applications 
Friday, September 21 
4:30 p.m. 
Homecoming 
election will be 
Thursday 
October 4th in the 
Powell Building. 
All student 
organizations may 
have one 
candidate. 
Entry Fee is 
$10.00 
A NIGHT 
AT MONTE 
CARLO 
University 
Film 
Presented in Pearl 
Buchanan Theatre, 
Keen Johnson Building 
seven nights per week. 
Limited EK'J community. 
For additional information 
call 622-3855 
Admission *1.00 
Thursday Sept., 20, 6-8 & 10:00   '' 
i f 
Smokey and the Bandit 
JSSAFri. ft Sat. Sept., 21 & 22, 
6-8 ft 10:00 
r 
Sun. ft Mon. Sept., 23 ft 24 
7:00 & 9:00 
The Misfits 
Tuesday, Sept. 25 
7:00 ft 9:00 
Twelve Angry Men 
Wednesday, Sept., 26 
7:00 ft 8:30 
i 
JAWS 
Thursday & Friday 
Sept. 27 & 28 6 - 8 & 10:00 
MIDNIGHT MOVIES 
Friday, Sept., 21 
For a   For A Few 
Dollars More 
Saturday, Sept., 22 
v 
